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Campaign Continues

2,000 Sign Tower Telegram
The Save the Tower telegram’ Speaker of the Assembly Jesse ter again adding his support to the an active interest in the rainnetted more than 2,200 names by , M. Unruh, who last week went on Save the Tower campaign.
fiaign." Unruh is one of the most
late yesterday afternoon, and many: record favoring the Tower, sent
Larson said, "I was very im- influential kgislators at the State
more signatures will be added to- ASH President Steve Larson a let- pressed that Unruh is taking such Capitol.
day since the campaign has been
’
the telegram to Governor
extended an extra day.
Brown and state legislators can
The two-day drive has been an
persuade
them to support the
effort to have all SJS students
Tower, then the Department of
sign the document which will be
Finance may go along with their
sent to Governor Edmund Brown
choice.
and California state legislators. It
FAVORS NEW BUILDING
is hoped that the telegram will inThe Department of Finance,
fluence these top state officials
which answers direei ly to Governor
to pledge their support to save the
Brown, seems to be leaning toTower Hall complex.
ward tearing down the Tower.
If the interested SJS students
Already one high-ranking ofwho signed he telegram have
ficial has openly stated his supanything to say, the Tovier will
port to save the Tower.
be saved.
In the drive’s first day, more
than 1.900 names were written on
the long telegram. An estimated
1.200 were added yesterday. An
equal amount of the first two days
would push ttse grand total easily
above the figure of 3.500 names
student government officials had
hoped to obtain.
The additional day in the drive
will bring the
I man-hours
Starting today-- and until Jan.
e\lioniled
t
-"gram cam 24 students may pre-register for
remedial English, math or reading
1.ItsoN t omml.NDS GROUPS
in ED237 from 1 to 4 p.m., accordASH President Larson commending to Dr. Paul H. Fiel ten, coordined groups that took part in manANOTHER
SIGNATUREThe
list
of
names
to
sent
via
be
teleator.
ning the booths "I would like to
gram to Gov. Edmund G. Brown continues to grow as Yuet Choy
ED237 also will be open for precongratulate Tau Delta Phi and
Ng adds his name to the telegram. Today is the final day to sign
registration Jan. 31 from 9 to 12
the individuals who have contribthe telegram which will be sent to Gov. Brown, urging his supand 1 to 4. This will be the last
uted their services. Tau Delta Phi
port in the attempt to renovate Tower Hall. In charge of securing
opportunity for students failing
has devoted a gin-at deal of time
signatures is Judy Ahtye.
and energy."
this semester to have a full choice
- Larson also stressed that the
of hours for spring registration.
New students register at 8 a.m.
Alumni Association has done an
seellent job in the Tower Hall
Feb. 3.
impaign."
A special edition cont iming the
All students who claimed course
Additional names will be obcredit for remedial subjects this ,semester’s 10 top nesvs stories is
tained when the petition is passed
fall must pick up check lists from included in today’s Spartan Daily
The stories, which were ranked
the Admissions Office and present
them to thc Remedial Services Of- in their respective positions by the
flee ETY237 for clearance. Stud- Daily editorial staff. are printed As
miss failing so show clearance will they appeared during the semestei
Some studentread a hook. Courts
be enr011ed during spring semester, with accompanying phr)1,ieraphs
’find the house.
and others si
do absolutely
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
nothing during semester break. Not
so for members of the College
Wind Ensemble who will head
Las Vegas.
On the way, they will stop over
Group I clas.tes meet daily, MWF, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, MW at
i sa Ii a, Bakersfield. Taft,
Pcrpetfatirs
the ()it -1 TGIF’
MF, WF, M, W, or F.
Tahatchapee and %Vasco to per- tieer bust party, which resulted in
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TThF, MIThF, form in concerts for junior high the arrest of 19 SJS students, were
and high schools of the different found guilty yesterday of "selling
MTWTh, or TWThF.

Registration
For Remedial
Courses Starts

ere

OOKING INTO THE FUTURE--Four-year-old
Su:, K- i has been hearing abo.tt finals and
.n students. She, therefore, can’t
r she’s anxious to start kinder. mber. Says Suzy: "Do little kids

have finals, too?" Whether they do or not, SJS
students do. Finals start tomorrow and continue
through next Thursday. Suzy is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Koehler, 1095 Sultana Drive,
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ED AGENTS CAUGHT IN l’. N %MA
10 agent-. trained
Communist
.,-ed and are heing held
l’t nantiniar .iiithorit
ettry
rus It. Vance -.I
CrdaY.
irom Panania Miattifa oild a ne-vs rat lets! one of the 1
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I:CHASE MACHINERY FROM ENGLAND
l’he Culsin goi-ernment, encouraged by its
la,pes for a new deal with Britain involv.electrie equipment, well-informed trade
to new hard feelings with the United States.
sidINGINDIA’S GOVT. RUN BY AIDES
Ailing Prime Minister Jawharlal Nehru yes, marn of aides to take over all his duties, with
,it,king, during his convalescence which Conlast six months.
,. .16 -ken with a high blood pressure condition
, the opening session of his party’s annual conviLsT cams numEn IN SNOW
1011 climhts1 past 100 and some of the nation’s
tilt tairied under paralyzing STIOW yesterday in
11,11’ hlizzard which raged over much of the
flic storm, which will go down in the record
winter blasts ever in many areas, churned

Jackie Gets
800,000
Condolences

Ten Top Stories

OFFICIAL FINAL EXAMINATION
FALL 1963-64
SCHEDULE

Mrs
SVASI I I Ni
1.7PD
John I, Kennedy in her first pubtie statement since the late Presiileot’s assassination, said todav she
has received nearly 800,000 letters
if concialence.
ALL ENGLISH A AND IA CLASSES WILL HAVE THEIR FINAL
Mrs. Kennedy said her greatest
EXAMINATION ON THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, AT 1:00-3:20 P.M.
wish was that all of the letters
Test Hours
Test Date
Group
_class Time
lw acknowledged and added that
all of them would be placed in the
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Wed., Jan. 22
7:30 a.m.
President Kennedy Memorial Li10:00-12:20 a.m.
Wed., Jan. 12
I
7:30 a.m.
brary at Charles River in Boston,
10:00-12:20 a.m.
Thurs., Jan. 23
8:30 a.m.
Mass.
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
I
Thurs., Jan. 23
8:30 a.m.
10:00-12:20 a.m.
F r i . , Jan. 17
Mrs. Kennedy said she hoped
9:30 a.m.
7:30- 9:50 a.171.
Fri., Jan. 17
that everyone in the nation who
9:30 a.m.
7:30- 9:50 a.rn.
Mon., Jan. 20
wrote to her would be able to visit
10:30 a.m.
10:00-12:20 a.m.
Mon., Jan. 20
t he library.
10:30 a.m.
10:00-12:20
Tues., Jan. 21
11:30 a.m.
MEMORIAL
7:30- 9:50 a.m.
Tues., Jan. 21
1130 a.m.
he,
we
hope,
not
only
a
will
"It
3:30- 5:50 P.m.
Fri., Jan, 17
12:30 p.m.
memorial to President Kennedy
1:00- 3:20 Pm
Fri., Jan. 17
12:30 p.m.
but a living center of study of the
1:00- 3:20 Prn
Wed., Jan. 22
1:30 p.m.
for
times in which he lived and
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
Wed., Jan, 22
1:30 p.m.
young people and scholars from
3:30- 5:50 p.m.
Tues., Jan. 21
2:30 p.m.
all over the world." the dark1:00- 3:20 Pm
Tues., Jan. 21
2:30 p.m.
haired young widow said.
1:00- 3:20 P.m.
Mon., Jan, 20
3:20
3:30- 5:50 P.m.
She said the warmth of the
Mon., Jan. 20
’
7:00- 9:20 P.m.
tributes to her husband and the
43
3:30 p.::
Fri., Jan. 17
p
knowledge of the affection in
3:30- 5:50 P.m*
4:30 P.m.
Thurs., Jan. 16
Prfl
which he was held Isy the letter.
Last reg. meeting
writers sustained her during her
5:30- 6:50 p.m.
of class prior
5:30 p.m.
All
period of mourning.
to Jan. 16
7:00 P.m.
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
Thurs. Thurs., Jan. 16
’LH:11T GONE’
7:00- 920 p.m.
7:00 P.m.
Mon., Jan. 20
Mon.
"Whenever I can bear to, I read
7:00 P.m.
7:00- 9:20 p.m.
Tues., Jan. 21
7,ies.
them," she said. "All his bright
7:00 P.m.
Wed. Wed., Jan. 22
7:00- 9:20 Pm.
light has gone from the world. All *If
desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to
of you who have written to me
know how flinch we all loved hint 430-650 p.m.
and that he returned that love in
Examinations for daily and four -day classes may, at the option
full measure.
of the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they
"It is my greatest wish that all
control.
of these letters be acknowledged,"
she said. "It will take a long time
No examinations are scheduled for the morning of Thursday,
to do so, hut I know you will
January 16.
understand."
Special and make-up examinations should be scheduled for the
afternoon of Thursday, January 23.

Last Daily Today

BA, ’’.)
TABOOSmoking cigarettes was named as a direct
.’

lung cancer and other fatal diseases in the Surgeon
report on smoking and health. Dr. Luther Terry, Surholds up a copy of the long-awaited report.

Group
G oes on Tour
During Break
Music

A SPECIAL EXAMINATION THIS SEMESTER IS THE NEW
Today’s Daily is the last edition
tor the Selnefder. PO/neat inn re- GERMAN DEPARTMENTAL EXAMINATION REQUIRED OP ALL
Fel, 10, the first day of STUDENTS IN GERMAN CLASSES, IT WILL BE GIVEN THURSDAY,
instruction of the spring msnester JANUARY 23, 1:30-3:00.

The trip begins Jan. 27 for the
11 -piece ensemble of the Music
Department’s select group of music majors. Their first concert will
be that day at Montgomery Auditorium for the high schools and the
junior college of the area.
Concluding the tour will he the
concert at Las Vegas for students
at Western High School Jan. 3o
As conductor of the group. Clew
ent J. Hutchinson, assistant pr lessor of music, comments that the
tour "presents an opportunity fir
the students to gain experience for
their music internship."
Students will be staying with
people in the different areas who
have similar music interests, eliminating the cost of room and board.
Transportation cost will be covered
by the Spartan Foundation.

Fall Grades
Mailed Jan. 31
Students who ssish to have thew
fall semester grades mailed to
them are requested to leave a selfaddressed. stamped No. 10 envehipe in lasses provided in the lobbs
iif the Registrar’s Office.
Grades will be mailed on Jan
it. Students who do not lease an
envelope may pick up their grades
Feb. 3.
If an official transcript is needed, a request must he plaeed at
the "Official Transcript Requests"
window IN. 131 in the Registrar’,
I ffice. Official transcripts requested before January 24 will be
mailed on or about Feb. 7. Graduating student requests will
iiiiiePsmril by Feb. 14.

Find
TGIF Hosts
Guilty Here

aleZe’lle-,::evZteZaujmnin
SenteepWe:; fined ’$22 in San Josea
NItinicipal Court on the Business
and Professions code violation.
The 17 minors arrested and later
found guilty of possession, were
given substantially I i-.:er fines
and placed on proba

SJS Police School
Acquires New Title
The Department of Law Enforcement and Administration is
the new name of the former Police
School, which was made effective
Monday. according to Gordon E.
Misner. associate professor of police.
"The title was changed because
the new title was more in keeping
,s h the present function of the
school. We teach our students all
-reels of law enforcement,"
Misner.
Historically. there WAS ant. mum
police traffio,.
training encomPic
itt lc-els who
s
,oue problems I
personni
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End of the Line
When the end of the semester finally arrives,
a wears Spartan Daily editor can at last stop.
look back, and isunder. This is issue number 07
--the last one on a long journey. This is our last
chance to say anything that we hope will be read,
so here it is.
A Spartan Daily editor learns a lot during his
term of office. He learns a little something about
the a ay people think and how they react to certain words and groups of words. He sees the hate,
the bigotry. the concern, the desire, the allegiance,
the love that are the people that make up his
readership. He learns to work a ith them and, in
turn, works to learn from them.
The semester has been a good one for news
and the Spartan Daily has done its best to report
the news as fairly and as accurately as possible.
Being objective means not catering to either side
of an issue, and means. consequently. that neither
side will be completely happy with the way the
story is reported. Because of this, we have expected criticism-- -and we got it.
To our critics. ac offer our thanks for their
constant watch on us. Criticism prevents coinplacemy and criticism has kept us on our toes.
We thank, too, those who base offered their encouragement and kind remarks about the paper.
There’s probably nothing more pleasing than
opening the morning mail and finding sonic
compliments mixed in with the usual publicity
releases.
We thank. too, the many people who have
supplied us with so much news and so many

news tips, and we thank the students and faculty
members for their patience and understanding
while we learned our trade.
It’s a sad thought to contemplate leasing
Spartan Daily staff after working in various
capacitiies on a total of exactly 200 issues of the
paper. but the time has come.
"Don’t write a farewell editorial." we’ve been
told by friends. "Everybody does it." they said.
Yet, one can’t leave something that has become
so much a part of his life without growing a little sentimental.
We can never forget the people we’ve met, the
stories we’ve watched unfold, the long nights
working on the paper at the print shop. the
coffer breaks at Uncle John’s. the opportunity of
working with the other talented staff members.
the hard-working men at Globe Printing, the constant deadline.
We can never forget the times we almost
didn’t get out the paper. the sadness that led to
our first "extra." the blunders, the jokes. th,
staff parties.
No, one can’t leave something like the Spartan
Daily without some sort of goodbye. Despite (airmailing and groaning. we’ve really loved the
work.
We ash the new editor. Ron Bottini, the best
of es ers thing. To him we leave one green sweatshirt, the temperamental ad staff and ad manager.
the tables at Bohannon’s, and editorial control of
the finest college paper on the Coast.
Good luck and goodbye.J.A.

Panama Crisis Added Impetus
To Fidel Castro’s Moscow Visit
means to exploit it for communism.
But it could well be that other
reasons dictated the trip and
that Panama will come into the
talks only as an added starter.
It may be recalled that Castro’s last visit to Moscow, in
April. also came as a surprise
and then, as now, came shortly
after agreement on Soviet -Cuban
trade for the coming year.
One Soviet objective was to

with Cuba has been a losing
proposition for the Soviets.
Their 1962 agreement called
for an exchange totalling $750
million but actually came to only
a little more than $500 million.
Cuba is committed to sell the
Soviet Union and the Communist bloc countries 4,860 million
tons of sugar annually through
1965. She failed to meet her 1962
quota and fell short by at least
half of the agreed amount in
1963.
ALLOWED
Entered as second class matter April
SUGAR DIVERSION
24, 1934. at San Jose. California. under the act of March 3, 1879 Mern
In addition, as a price for
ber Cal,fornla Newscapers Publ.sners
Castro’s loyalty, the Russians
Assoc,ation. Published da;ly by Asso"This is a dangerous and unreportedly agreed in December,
ciated Students of San JOSE/ Stat
certain world . . . No one ex1962, to permit Castro to divert
Colleg except Saturday and Sunday,
pects our lives to he easynot
during college year. Subscription aca million tons of sugar to the
cepted only on a remainder -of -semesin this decade, not in this cenworld market in order to raise
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; each
tury."
desperately needed foreign exsemester, $4.50. Off-campus price per
John F. Kennedy
change.
copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414 Editorial
Fort Worth, Tea,
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adver.
Meanwhile, the Russians are
fining Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
November, 1963
believed to be pouring $1 milPress of Globe Printing Co. Office
lion per day into Cuba, conhours 1:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
tributing even more to an everFriday.
assure Castro’s loyalty in the
growing deficit.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
quarrel with Red China.
The sugar deal is unsatisfacDAVE BLOOM
Advertising Mgr.
tory both to Castro and to the
Another was to discourage
BILL WATSON
Day Editor
Russians. First. the Russians
Castro’s ambition for quick inNews Editor
RON BOTTINI
have not been getting it. Secdustrialization of his island at
Copy Editor ...... NICK FERENTINOS
Feature Editor ..._
DIANE MAUZY
ond what they do get they pay
the expense of agriculture.
Society Editor
........ _ KAI SIMMS
for at the rate of six cents a
Business Mgr.
MIKE DANIELS
PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL
pound. This makes it also unPromotion Mgr. ..._ _.... BOB RAUH
From the Soviet standpoint,
satisfactory to Castro who could
Class. Ad. Mgr. GARY GREATHOUSE
the visit was only partially sucDAVE NEWHOUSE
get more than 10 cents for it
Sports Editor
cessful.
Exchange Edit*, .... RONALD LEINIO
on the world market.
MIKE DUNNE
Special Assignments
In August. Castro announced
Both the Soviet Union and
Photo Editor
JAN BRANTLEY
that sugar cane and cattle raisCastro are anxious that the
ReportersSteve Agosta, Judie Block,
ing will be "the pillars of our
United States raise its embargo
Jan Brantley, Forrest Cassidy. Mile
economy until 1970," indicating
on Cuban trade.
Dunne, Jeanne Marie Gates, Patricia
that he had agreed to Soviet deThis would be one good reason
Gleans, Gerald Guiber, Minsk*
mands that he integrate his ecofor Khrushchev to discourage
!yams, Maryanne La Guardia, Bill
nomy with the Communist bloc.
Marquardt, Mike Murphy, Roy Nord,
Castro from taking full advanThomas O’Neil, Starr Perrin, James
So far as Khrushchev’s quartage of the Panama crisis.
M. Quick, Richard H. Reeb, Allan
rel with Red China was conAnother would tw KhruK. Risdon, William Soliday, John
cerned. Castro has continued to
shehei.’s own desire that nothSouriall, Stephen Spence. William
practice a peculiar neutrality
Watson, Jacquelyn Zimmerman.
ing interfere either with his
which recognized dependence on
U.S. wheat deal or his desire
Dave Atencio,
Advertising Staff
the Soviet Union on the one
for continued improvement in
John Anaro, Janet Braun, Rex Buss,
firquently
but more
hand
Virginia Collins, Chuck Gould, Susan
his own relations with the
Hervilla, Jim Hill, John Jaeger, Tak
sounded the Red Chinese hardUnited States.
Komatsuxaki, Le* Lindeman, Dick
line than the Khrushchev policy
Between themselves, Castro
Maceda, Barry Naman, Arthur Patch,
coexistence.
of
and Khrushchev have plenty to
Ed Pavane, George Winters and Jim
trade
beginning.the
From
discuss, including sugar and
Williamson.
- 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111g Castro’s continued refusal to
sign the partial nuclear test ban
treaty.
This is the line of reasoning
which would explain Castro’s absence [ma the Cuban Radio at
A Graduation Gift Certificate is one way to give
this particular time of crisis.
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Fidel Castro’s sudden appearance in Moscow inevitably has
led to speculation that his visit
is connected with the United
States-Panama crisis and the

Spaztan2)aily

Today’s Quote

DON’T FORGET YOUR FRIENDS!

Your friends a gift that they will appreciate.
Choose from a wide selection.

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
From 6.99
OR
Jewelry
Photography Equipment
Luggage
Sporting Goods
See them all at

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
The Student’s Wholesale Distributors
297-3642

Feature Editor

*I’VE ONLY GOT 1 W 0 HANDS.’

Negotiations Continue

Panama Treaty
Accord Sought
By MATTHEW T. KENNY
United Preen International
American peacemakers postponed a scheduled return home
yesterday on insistence of Panama they work out a formula
that will bind the United States
to revision of zone treaties.
The departure was postponed
even though the Organization of
American States IOAS) group
considered its work completed
with signature of an agreement
by Panama and the United States
to establish a joint cooperation
committee to guarantee the
peace, and a renewed U.S. pledge
to fly the Panamanian and
American flags on public sites in
the zone.
Mondays "peace formula"
snagged quickly on Panamanian
insistence that the United States
agree to treaty revisions prior
to any formal talks on re-establishing normal diplomatic relations. The U.S. position was that
it could not be "pressured" into

treaty revisions. The United
States called first for restoration of law and order before
seeking a permanent settlement
of the tense situation.
Informed sources said Panama did not want the OAS group
to leave just yet because Panama had broken relations with
the United States and could not
under present conditions seek
treaty revisions, and wanted
the OAS group to "carry the
ball" on the subject. so to
speak. The Panamanian foreign
office was represented as anxious to have the OAS group get
a firm U.S. commitment on
treaty revisions before its departure from Panama.
Meanwhile, outward normalcy
reigned throughout Panama.
However, reports vivre current
the United States might withdraw most if its diplomats from
Panama because of the failure of
the OAS ).,-roup to heal the
breach in U.S.-Panamanian relations.

E
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PANAMA CITY (UPI) -Panama threw a lleW Stumbling
into peace talks here toll
try insisting tho Organization
American Slates (OAS I get
:in immediate commitment from
the United States to revise canal
zone treaties.
The new development coincidisi with disclosure in Washington by Army Secretary Cyrus
R. Vance that at least 10 Castro
.,gents trained in Communist
( Via have becn arrested and
.ire beim! held by Pat111111/1/11/1/1
,,iith,,rop, In Panama. lie said
thought al least one of the
19 was a sniper.
The secretary, agreeing with
an earlier statement by Secre’,try of State Dean Rusk, said
sails lss tile to froth t hi) United

Politics is a fine art. It’s like a novel that goes on and nn
with its better and its worse moments for the hero. It’s a novel
With
a number of authors and a number of readers, no one as
important
as the book itself.
A new year with all its great expectations and hopes has been’
welcomed in some relief. It is a new page. Yet vastly difficult iald
frightfully important problems face the United States from every
direction. For however it is appreciated, it is nonetheless that ’The
United States has been granted the role of defending freedom in
its hour of maximum danger."
Democracy has its roots with the people. Its existence depends
on the intellect, responsibility and justness of the people. If demee
racy fails it will be because, out of its dependence on the people
the people were not willing or not able to carry the burden. If
the
United States fails to defend freedom for the world it will be be,
cause Americans would not exert enough of their own energy end
devotion to the reasonable cause and course of democracy.
Apathy as much as hate is a seed that nurtures tyranny and
suppression. How ironically true it is that only the apathetic fail
to worry about the disease of apathy. It is one of the most difficult
of sicknesses to fight. Many people truly dislike hate-mungering
hear-say and narrow dogmatism but do not actively work to reject it:
It seems to me that the responsibility for truth and reason resi
with each individual. It cannot be shrugged off entirely to iin eleetrid
official or guiding angel. Rousseau once said, "As soon 0,, any than
the
says of the affairs of the state, ’What does it matter to
state may be given up for lost." The famous statement emphases
the intensity of the challenge which faces the United States.
Our country is engaged in a grueling marathon against note.
worthy adversaries. The cause of freedom and democracy is at
stake. We cannot long afford to drag an insensitive wooden leg.
Rather than an adieu, this final entry closes with a forecast
and a hope . . . that 1964 will be known as "the year that

PANAMANIAN SOLDIERS wearing gas masks stand guard in
tense Panama City. Even as the Organization of American States
(OAS) met with President Roberto Chiari in an effort to settle
disputes, there were reports of fighting between U.S. soldiers
and Panamanian civilians in Colon and further property damage
in Panama City.

States and Panama "moved in
quickly 1,0 Whin up the dispute"
when the recent disturbances
broke out in the Canal Zone.
In answer to questions. Vance
said he was referring to "Ca,tro agents." He added that they
measurably increased the
amount of violence."
A few, he said, were recent
arrivals in Panama.
The secretary said, however,
that it has not been established
that any of the Weap011a USEll
ill the Panarna frAttng were
brought_ into l’ananta frail

ba.
Ile said II. S. t iops

rile
fired upon by a variety of weapons, including .22 and .30 caliber military rifles, hunting rifles, one machine grin, tommygrins, carbine; and pistiflii. Theii

origin has not ’sail determined,
he said.
%ranee said he had 110 es Hence
that agents of the United Arab
Republic were in Panama, a.
Mane reports had stated.
Vance had the highest praii
for the conduct. of U.S. troops.
He said he had no criticism of
the conduct of the governor of
Panama or the military commander ol the area.
A"T %.1.1 Ill Is ElltS
ii
NEW Yt I’l
Ilttio will I
in grivtirntlii
$1,, I
ottely curia,Manhattan Ralik. ( ’has, said a record 9c, mitten were in federal,
state and municipal employ last
year, or ’134 per cent of the nul-,
111111, WOIL 1,11 cc,

ARTH1.
iety Ec

nierrie
1111-10

Boy Area Rapid Transit
Nation’s Newest System
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) By 1971, commuters in the San
Francisco Bay Area will be
speeding to their jobs over the
nation’s newest rapid transit
system. a 75-mile network which
will be the most modern in the
world.
The system will be financed
with $115 million in bridge tolls
and $792 million worth of bonds
which will be a general obligation on the taxpayers of San
Francisco, Alameda and Contra
Costa counties.
Construction will begin this
fall with the first passenger operations due in 1968.
The 75 miles will include 16
miles of subways, 31 miles of
elevated lines. 24 miles of private right-of-way surface lines,
and a 4-mile tunnel under the
bay. Thirty-four miles of the
network will use existing railmad tight -of -way and 14 miles
will be in median strips of freeways.
San Francisco’s rapid transit
line will be the first fully auto-

mated System n in II,. .,41,l.
by electronic computeN
speeds up to 75 milis, an hour
with pinpoint stoppini:.
San Francisco h1.
ate its trains with
headway, 50 per
than the best of
systems. Station
limited to 20
trains would be iiiiigraminel
cover about a rink) a mm
including a station stop el..
mile.
San Francisco is buildinc
the idea of eventual ev!...
to San Jose, Liverrno,
och and Novato Calif
Economist Kenneth
son has eat
will save residi
Area $94 million
stimulate ecos
while preserving
tract i’eness "

S
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Thrust and Parry
Show Tower Wanted
By Raze Campaign
FAIltor:
After obscr.ing
complacement re,p,
i,aun :
Save the Tower I
."
have a better S11:.
the response plot)
»
only about 2,500
don’t we establish a Raze trx
Tower Campaign?
In this case the apathy of ’he
students toward
Tower would wh
I. ’
desire to til
whereas tio-v
I’
of votes ft ir
an insouciani
dition. So then
of response to the
paign may pr"" I’’’’
struction id the
may the opposite effect
achieved. fur few votes
probably be garnered
the Tower.
Bay Itync

Cuban AgentsArrested in Panama

Or

16 E. San Fernando

By DIANE MAUZY
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KingStrifl

Northland Skis $3.50
Completely new with
full safety bindings
including poles
Mead Skis
Standard $6.00
IsAlasfers, Vectors & Comp. $8.00
Bogner Stretch Pants $4.00
(Yes. we rent Sooners)

Well 101)U-

laritod int, the hootenanny. All
felt the hootenanny was "just a
10

fast buck and

make a

aib

Boots $2.50
All dooLle with speed laCt,

Quilted Parkas $3.00
Special Package $11.00
SIK;s Boots Stretch Pants
Pol,s and Quilted Parka
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As folk music swept the counthe boom also cante to San

iii

Your Local Honda Dealer

the

adult. But the important thirg
keep on growing. And there’s no better way to grow than
with the United States Air Force. It’s one of the world’s most
vital organization-s. a leader in the expanding technological revolution. If you have three or more years remaining at SJSC, you
have an opportunity to join the Air Force ROTC and receive your
commission at the same time you graduate. For complete information, see or call the Professor of Air Science, Building R
292-9991. Air Force ROTC.
Once you’re in college, you’re an

li,

when

;

Rental end Sale

of

there is a brighter side to life.
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question.
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After

MARY(left end and right end) KSJS staff member Claudia
Tropila and Fine Arts Editor Stan Nascimento interview the female vocalist from the group of Peter, Paul, and Mary.

casual offsti,,
1..

These

BOUNDLESS LOVE
7, lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in
^vr,
He will not always chide: neither will he keep his anger for
0- He hash not dealt with us after our sins; nor rewarded us accordor’iniquities. For as the heaven is high above the earth, so
mercy toward them that fear him. As far as the east is
was+ so for bath he removed our transgressions from us. Like
Otieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear Him.
He knruveth our frame: He rernembereth that we are dust. As for
;ran Is.; days are as grass: as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.
tsfr the wind passeth over it, and it is gone; and the place thereof shall
’toe
mc, But the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to ever,’ rg to n..- that fear Him, and His righteousness unto children’s
tt* ti’s’
P
qG’
.
v

gt
..0.

s love. In this was manifested the love of God toward
that God sent his only begotten Son into the world, that
through him. Herein is love, not that we loved God, but
<1 us and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins."

St I:,
And you he made alive,
you were dead through the trespasses
and sins in which you once walked, following the course of this world
following the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at
work in the tons of disobedience. Among these we all once lived in the
passions of our flesh, following the desires of body and mind, and so we
were by nature children of
like the rest of mankind. But God,

when

wrath,
who is rich in mercy, out of the great love with which he loved us, even
when we were dead
through
our trespasses, made us alive together
.th
Christ by grace you have been saved), and raised us up with him,
and made us sit with him in the h
ly places in Christ Jesus, that in
the corning ages he might show the immeasurable riches of his grace
in kindness
toward us in Christ Jesus. For by grace have you been
saved, through faith: and this is not your own doing, it is the gift of
Godno+ because of works lest any man should boast. For we are his
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand. that we should walk in them. Eph. 21-10.
’Ht bolt shooed thee, 0 man, what is good; and what doth the Lord
require of thee, but to
do justly, sad to love mercy, and to walk humbly
wtit thy God?" Mic. 6:11.
Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, God dwelleth
’^ Hite. and he in God. And we have known and believed that love
’het God bath to us. God
is love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth
n God.
and God in him. We love him because he first loved us. I John 4:15.16,
19.

Do you know God’s
groat love in your life? This love is no mystical ex penance or imagined
viture, but a real and personal love which the

risen Christ
freely giros to all those who follow Him, God’s love is
free to all
because Christ paid the price in order that we might receive
it as a gift.
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HOWARD
TOURS
THE ORIGINAL
STUDY TOUR IN THE PACIFIC

HAWAII TOUR
SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS

2) Books that may be used next semester
3) Books not to be used next semester
4) Books nobody wants to use

5549 VA.

57 DAYS

Attend University of Hawaii Summer Session and earn college credits while enjoy.
ing beautiful Hawaii with the nationally
the program in
popular Howard Tour
which you -live in" and enjoy Hawaii
not just see it, the tour in which you
personally participate in the very best of
Island living, not just hear about it.
Tour price includes roundtrip jet thrift
flights between California and Hawaii.
campus residence, and the most diversified
itinerary of the highest quality and largest
number of dinners. parties, shows, and
cruises. sightseeing, beach activities, and
cultural events, plus all necessary tour
services.
Waikiki apartments and steamship passage
are available at adjusted tour rates. Also
available, optional tours to neighbor
islands.

ORIENT TOUR
SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS

44 DAYS Taiwan, Hong Kong,’1989
Philips

Hawaii. Japan,
pines, Thailand, Singapore- fabled names
you’ve dreamed about -- all in a single
escorted program for sophisticated tray.
eters whose intellect, adventurous spirit,
and previous travel to other more accessible areas make them ready for one of
the most exciting and pleasurable of all
travel experiences on earth. If you desire,
you may also enroll in the San Francisco
State College Summer Session courses
offered in conjunction with this program.
Price Includes roundfrIp air travel between
West Coast and Orient, plus all first class
and luxury services ashore-- hotels, meals,
sightseeing. all tips, and the most extensive schedule of special dinners. rosmopolIlan entertainment. evening events, and
social functions; plus all necessary tour
services.

5) Books that may be used in other colleges
6) Books with paper covers
7) Books with notes, underlining, Hi -liter
tracks and misc. marks
*8) In other words we buy all types of books
that have any value AND we pay the
highest possible prices plus a 10To bonus
during finals

APPLY

KATHRYN CASSIN
CY 3.2049

(Ad vert is F., nen I )

tAL DEFECTIVE-

1) Books to be used next semester

HOWARD TOURS

AT
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"Right on Campus"

N. II %WI

BACKSTAGE

ai-oeeicloscofie
By KM SIMMS
Society Editor

A EULOGY . . .

To a Typewriter
From Beginning . . .

Tw

I OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
rosii St. acro5i

men’s dorms

BETWEEN SHOWS Diane
Mauzy, Spartan Daily feature
editor and Stan Nascimento, fine
arts editor interview the Kingston Trio after their performance at the Civic Auditorium
earlier this year. (See page three
For entertainment roundup.)

Well serve you
a sizzling-good.
Char-Broiled
Steak for only
$1.25
(with green salad, potato,
bread & butter)

AL’S &
EARL’S
38 S. 3rd

I leave this ty-pewriler to the
ensuing society eriltur with hope
that she, too, finds a friend in
these ivory keys.
Anil thus, 1<ai-I,eillo Sell ends.

kit

. . . To End

A ’NU’ PRINCESS
Evan Short, IS-year-old Alpha Chi Omega was eenvned Sigma
Ni, Fraternity Pledge Princess last Saturday at their annual dance
held at the Almaden Golf and Country Club.
Finalists reigning with Miss Short include Corky Gray, Delta
Gamma; Barbara Delman, Alpha Omicron Pi; Nancy Morris, Alpha
and Carol litickwalter, Sigma Kappa.
SAMMY PLEDGES RIOT
Sigma Alpha Mu pledges are on the rampage!
A week ago they began their traditional end-of -the-semester
pledge reign of terror.
’n; begin with, house President Lynn Lyen returned from class
to find his entire bedroom on
the front porch of the house, and
his blankets in the freezer. The
pledges mutually agreed that it
was a "cool" trick.
Actives taking a rather dim
view of the activities gave a
verbal scolding to the pledges
who did not heed a word. The
following evening, Pledge Father
Chock Fox, on his way to a coffee date, found it rather difficult
to drive away. His V.W. was on
the front porch, and there were
few pledges around.
SAM Pledges Riei
The pledges, stopping at not It’
iii;!. cowl:tiled their vigil. The final night of terror ended when the
pledges locked several actives in one room, and proceeded to paint
((’ontinued on Page 3)

VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM

FREE
PARK!

semester closes told mu dues the Spartan Deily.
At the beginning of the ensuing term a new group of editors
%%ill station themselves where the present editorial staff left off.
A new society editor will ad
behind this typewriter and ssiII
ills...vet. the excitement and
t ill I rapt tired from meeting
new fares and experiences.
’rhroughotit the semester the
itinerary of social itelivities has
lieen bright as the colors in the
ever-elianging design of a "Kai-

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

DREAM GIRLSBarbara Clark, center, Delta
Gamma, holds her trophy after being named
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Dream Girl at their
Carnation Ball Saturday. She is flanked by at__

fondants (14) Lynn Thomson, Grant Hall; Jo"
Baarts, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Linda
Murphy
Gamma Phi Beta. and Carole Peloquin,
AIpI
Omicron Pi.

Coast Guard OCS
Convenes Feb. 24
Male college
26 years slit, ILI% r LW? ii I..!
I
;Lry it IN sign up for the
GINEINI Officer Candidate
class convening on Felt:nal.. ._’ I
1..
I). G. filanker, the
cruller, stated yeterila.
after 17 weeks at OCS iii ’si
town, Va., the officer c:, i.11(1.114.
is eorrinti..1.aityl
iti iH
Coast (:nard
For further inhumation s.,.
the recruiier :II 218

Field and Campus
Trip Set by PDK
A joint field and ear,
tiation service a i I..
Phi Delta Kappa
men’s honorary
education. The s,
uled for Saturd;Q
3 p.m.
It will be followed
(met at Original .1...
111. DPW members.

How come my roommate got more for his books
at Spartan Bookstore?

t viks

e-

_

1

LADIES NIGHT

/sr

EVERY WEDNESDAY 8-11 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS 25’
Plus
Door Prize Free bottle

of bubbly

DANCING

to

RHYTHM TRIO
Featuring Earl DeWitt at organ

-LT
CUT
OUT
FOR
CAMPUS...
Bobbie Brooks shirt
in bright barnyard
little boy collar and
roll sleeves. It’s the
country look city
gals love. Red with inuchr%
of blue, gold. $S.
Burlap wrap_skirt with
lining arid hankie
in matching skirt print.
You’ll love the
huge gold pin trim, handy
pocket. $10.

Bayshore & San Antonio
South Palo Alto
DA 7-1800

,1
YOUNr. CAL IF,01 NIA ’,IP
SECOND FLOOR

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY
FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9!
ACRES OF FREE PARKING!

wadi

LAS VEGAS BOUND

Wraltieyday. January

11

I

11

11%11.1*

Around Town
By STAN NASCIMENTO
Fine Arts Editor

newly formed 4I -piece
WIND ENSEMBLEThis
will perform a week of concerts
musical group
break. Highlighting their trip
during semester
gh,

1091A1 Mg /OM

441/41,1)At ,k bk.

will be a concert in Los Vegas. Full story may
be found on page I.

FOR YOU
America’s .114)st Ilya:aqui Holborn

11.0111.1aired from Paige .11

SPECIAL
STUDENTS’ DINNER
Mon & Nur 7,111101
11011 THOMPSON
(Fofrnr SJS. A70)
and
DAVE MARTT
on Bnnio
9.1 p.m.

Jf,,inne
Aurpht
Alph,

(ja den Cali iloltrau
51

So.

Niarkel

CY

7-2002

’’\11/.6.1911\19 5,", 04.;

Frustrated by finals?
Golf tension away
A1GULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF

THURSDAY
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1

75’
75’

Mcnday Tuesday -Wednesday -Friday
per person
to 6 p.m.

Miniature Golf with ASB Card

50’
-wed
oki

KaiLeidoscope

SnA11 tor

P6115Png Grnt

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St.

Phone 299-4909

the pi*esitlettl’s room a passioriate
lall ple. fraternity eul,ir, ruini
:Wain they took to parts unhirown.
!INNINGS
l’o-ctset. jonior social
welfare iir,jor from San Carlos,
Iii John
pharmary major
nosy attending Vi’ashington State
Chisersity. from San Jose,
ENGAGEMENTS
Pratt lt,thitison. semittr English
jo pi
111,t11
Si.11111
S:;11
Ems vise, to Frank Nit
Alpim
rrinetta Rho, semi 54 ’019 I serviee
frr,111
ThPy
ii ii
fXvilf1111:,
.1"1..24).
sir ’ii
...enior health
1e.it ion major from Santa
ro.a. or Jerry W’il-on from San
canciscri, employed by state
eompereat ion I IV:lir:111OP Fortil in
,111 l.r9nei49,
Veh. I wedding
planned.
.4ricitiate Engliii rind secondary ediwat ion major from IlefINNtrod City. In Jim
Nlorray. F1 Cuarlisr, presently
ernpIrryed as a mechanical engineer with Mt-trollies Associates
and a recent graduate of Stanford University. Ile is from Eureka. They have scheduled a
June wedding.
Jan Connor, Alpha Phi. senior
general elementary educat lint
major from 111illbrae, to Toni
Mr-Gowan. senior history major
:it lionitaildt Stale, from Eureka.
Ilse couple plan an August wedding.
Carol Hanna. sophomore secretarial and office management
major from San Learkirir. to
titiel Lanctor, San Jose policeinan. from Oakland. Die wedding date is April 11.

T,..lay is the day for looking back into the files of the laist
semester to find the "bests" and the "mosts" of Fall, 1963. This
could be termed Oscar day at SJS.
As the announcer says in movieland on Oscar night, "May 1
have the envelope please?"
Following kir the contents of that envelope dated Sept, 16,
1963 -Jan, 24, 1964:
Best Get-together: the closing of Seventh Street. making this
an undivided campus as well as legalizing jaywalking ... [lest Family Affair: Patents’ Day (It’s a gorkl thing it wasn’t la-Id on
Friday) . . . Most Prolonged Debate: fate of Tower Hall tWill it or
won’t it? Only the Board of Trustees knows’
.
Most Pleasant
Statistic: There are 1.3 females to every male on campus i but Much
half?).
. . . Biggest Confusing Split: Speech and Drama: each is a
sepiolite department, but both have the smile extension number and
office. In other words, never do with one detail tment what you can
do with two.
Best Comic Strip: When exotic dancer Gina Randall wiggled
into the Spartan Daily office and the interviewing reporter asked
her, "What’s your gimmick?"
... Best Looking: Nancy Niedertiolzer as she reigned over the
festivities during HomecoMmg Week . .
Best Dodger: Johnny
Mathis, who sneaked out after promising this reporter an interview
(promises, !promises) . . . Best Wanderings: by Feature Editor
Nano Mauzy ... Most Thrust and Parried: the College Union ...
Most of the Least: the Camps
Voice.
. . . Biggest Surmise: Los Angeles Dodgers heat the
Brutally winning New York Yankees in only four games of II:,
World Series . . . TGIF Kingsize.; that Friday r if Oct. 1 when 2oo
apartment "guests" dorlged the city police; some weren’t so ludo,.
MOST MISSPELLED PLAY
. . . Most Misspelled Play of the Season: "Onalinel"
.
Best Inter-campus Spy: Exehange Editor Ron Lein who write, of
everything from mononucleosis to sex . .
Biggest Loudmouths.
"speakers" on the newly formed Sesenth Street Forum
rest
.
Actress: Patricia Martin playing the title role in "Little Ma IT
Sunshine." She’s a regular Jeanette MacDonald 11
Dist At.""
Riehard Overmyer playing the ohl man in "Rip Van Winkle." Ile
wasn’t asleep on his job.
. . . Biggest Laugh: when comedian Tack Gregory. filler! Om
Spartan Cafeteria, commenting on his reception as "in() whit,.."
.
. Hottest Night: Homecoming bonfire ..
Rest Recording: KSJS,
winning sessind place in national vompertion in radio repirrting
MOST DISTINGUISHED DR. WAHLHUIST
. . . Most Distinguished: Dr. John Wahlquist, o f whom U p, re.
rt
poer
is proud to h Sive ha d as SJS president . . . Mrs t C oIalm
mented: the extra edition concerning Pres. John Kennedy’s a.sassination . . . Newest College Musical Gmups: wind ensemble and
men’s glee club, which ate two more assets to add to the colira7e’s
admit-able reputation.
Such are the events of the 1N-week long term which is coming
to an end amidst blue books mut IBM forms and pencils. We may
have Fall -en into 1963, but we should Spring into 1964.
-

CHAD MITCHELL TRI’D--Tr
the San Jose Civic Auditor,...nTickets are on sale at the Sel
....011MIPUMMFAS..41010111115M

COLLEGE SENIORS 7,.1qa Cr:AMJATES:
If you like to work witli pf.epa:, if you wont cl-ei.v.ny.erj
assignments; if you w-tnt a \.,tr.oti of experience to be
, r. .1 want an 07portunity
found in few other c -Jr.
to advance and grow then cl-tanct, are the State
Govrnment has a job for you as Employment Security
Trainee in the Department of Emplopn.-t.

Good starting salaries and s-,,aciy acivancnment for
young men & women who

AND
EEFOR,I
JANUAV 17,
yomm-Toopc,asome.motoeororargoowoomm
dioZIBLIIMANCAVATilLarliillEAMIP!"

CONGIt

I. VFION
A CHUNK OF TASTY, LUSCIOUS, SAVORY, TENDER U.S. GRADE A STEAK
COOKED THE WAY YOU LIKE IT,

NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN

Symphonic Band Auditions
Talent for Next Semester
17
GIL ENS
S.Itiii ic,rI(1; 11, marching
hand, loll ;Mention rmently hati
been caned to another stiglerit
band ss it Ii which it must share
tIi.’ timei,id
Symphonie trand.
errialtietral
Vernon Kead.
ff,s4 4 111,1S1,
theury mkt proreSSIon,i I INIS,,mmist. la "pen
iris !orient elv.A11 by audition.
Although the president of the
formal symithonic banal. T,airry
Ft-yinan is a musie major, tlie oropen to student+ in
:.riil/;It liar
all :ireas of study.
Any"ne desiring lit hccomeno
if the lr,i id Nlioold
1.:Ingv 14.1’ all ;111fIIII, r11 NO II Nfr.
read rillor to 11.;:.1,1 I ’,II Menl1111Ilitlf
111.1,11"s ill 111,j,ir.
1101111. 11,1111/1.: ilist,11-.V. 14111e:1 y isl,,t
ion. and
field.
if the
Members
arld
hand hate pel formed with the
Santa (3arri rhilharnamic Or’
chest ra.
strut’: instrument
used iii the sympil, ?Me ia nil
the .1 ring hash. The wind lust Ii
one.
menls include ,nelt
Os the cunt rah:I:soil). I, pill 1,:iNs clarinet. and the E flat
elarinet. The string bass, accord
irg to Read. tilays a role siinilar
to that in ,In/I ii raiiiments.
The rondiirt.w of the band
1197, 111:11 II’,’ .ympltonie grow
rn,itcr ilyntinur
Iris perrrlp, i
range than an orchestra because
of greater variety In instne

Th. S.t,S

’

college.

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION
AND k LICAT ION FORMS
FROM YOUR PLAC,L7rifl- OFFICE

New FM Program
KSJS, the college FM station.
will present "Finale" beginning
tomorrow and lasting to the end
of finals. This s-preial programming is riesigned to present
music to study by, eliminating
all talk. The station still return
to its regular programming on
Thi irsdny, ’:1511 73.’eet1taining oti
the air during the semrster
break.
-

clic ry7.v, corryki;n9

DINNER STEAK

Country -style Breakfost
mem,. Altholigh the sysliplionie
band suffers front a lack of
musical literature in the Baroque era, it is a relatively mollpressir in and
Prn medium of
is well surfed to the :11913ml:ince
i if clontrrnjwiTary music.

Country -style Breakfast Specials

542 S. 2rd F..t

lieranse the syinplionte hand
is an open orCAitiention, it re
ceivm Dia (null from the Musk’
lapartment. and operates
mor?til
1.1.n. general
small budget f
amivities fund.

FPFF
flLY
I PrThl r AKAPJ ’

liegiorsiva;z-vosserzurgrwmear.,
411411.1111Ft

Reed’s Sporting Goods

SKI RENTALS for SEMESTER NEAR
Rent a pair of New Head skis for your semester break trip to the snow. Special lower week
rates. Boats, poles, pants, jackets and car rack rentals also available. All brand name skis
for sale: Heads, Northlands, Kneissls, Kastles.

Ti p "nly

III/11011

%slur

paperbacks tour

Roberts Book Store
330 Sn. I 0th St.

Across from men’s dorms

VAUGHN’S

Buy or Rent Skis Today!
Call 258-5305

REED’S SPORTING Gr,X,EL

2 1 SALE

3151 Alum Rock Avehue

FEAMPI

Men’s Shop

for the

price of

Women’s Shop
Two may participate

VATTC-HTS

LA
Bonds’ Sister Became Top ’1’
Meets
Top
in
Spikers
Athlete Out of Desperation
s

Prowl of hi, ,ktrr Itusie. 19wr-old Riverside Citt
represent the II,
’,shalt, who 111:1
Stale, ill the 1961 Dlympii - .

( 1 111 -di ttt

It

LA141.4 -

CD
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4,EARY

Those guys got more for their books at Spartan
BookstoreRight on Campus.

San Jose
SKI
HEADQUARTERS
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’ said Bob. In d
allele the ,IirViVal HI iii
in utiveriiic.i 1.1w. sit’ .110 I R
lend
Irian three
.
’1 ’neer brothers.
the linked them (int Id’ th
.
she knew iin-,’
ii" 11111 he a 1.11D1.i ii .t.
Ii
1.11111.1
it tO 111.51elit’U
Ds!
hard 111(.11 detelopine iwi
lige .r.
1...isie’s sophomore year at
1.
Ite.1.1S:i11. Poly Iligh, she cool.’
ii
ry runner on the varsity
tedin exeept her brothers. She
the girls’ track
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In 1959, Rosic was named to
the All-Ameiii an uomen’s flack
aim. Just 14 at the time. she
ig an AAU record in the 50-yard
1:isti 16.01 and reiwit:ed a ,.t.n
.
tition then
r.itulatory
Pic-A. lent Itichard Nixon. She
wri in 1960 and 1961. swig,
sprint records.

HEAD;

FREE
Wa,

Tscio,, and Fr:day n.g111 et 7:00

n, T.5

COPE AND McPHETERS
2931

El Camino

slwi Jo,. State’s wrestling Want
:whim Fell. 11, battling
.:
- iii.g.1 Universitt. at 7!30 p.m.
in NIG207.
Coach Hugh Mumby’s team has
’-ioated two opponents in dual
,wmpetition thus far and he’s
’
have the wins at this loin!.
V:e have some real strong competition coming up." stated Mumby.
The Spartans will face UCLA.
Drce_oin State, San
flror in
anil Cal Poly of San i.nut,
ihispo in other matches.
Heavyweight Don Anderson is
the only undeteiged wrestIvr. tin
the Spartan squad. Ile has won a
’,ornament title in one tournament and two ihril meets. Unbeaten in dual meets are Cliff
01, .in and Art Beatty.
Warren King, undefeated at 147
pounds last veal% has yet to corn pete in dual meet competion. but
Muriauy exp4
him in the lineup
I. - 1,0e loci ion,’

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

37.77

Mlle the 81111 Sounce4
Track Big Noise
Of Spring Sports

TWO S
1ACOS

WintfC, hi If Milers could ’set a new world record in the
mile relat ." Gibe, ll. Garrison, Groothoff and Ben Tucker are all
sub-1:50 men and either Holmes or LeFall can move up with rase
and run near that time.
In the mile, Tucker 14.03.61 is No. 1, ahead of Ron Davis and
Howie Thew. The half-milers can ciolthle here too.
In the two-mile. Danny Mlirphy. Tian Tuite, Gene Gurule, Dick
Fernandez, Phil Ihirnall. and Davis give the Spartans superior depth
and winning power.
14.:11, P.on Muranaka and Vince Darone lead lie Lob 1I mnds
hi rdle prospects.
The Spartans are exceptionally strong in field events, and in
spots where they uere weak in 1963. Four Men, Jilli Ite:un, Roger
Went.% Bruce Tomball, and Ken Koren, cook! better 15 feet in tlo
Ken I ovul 6-6, Rob Love-

Winter
Knowk.s.

I’ rim i sed Hermen,
Li-Fall and Garrison for

predirting hig things for this
irsome in The spring.

Phone Orders CV 7-8421

4th and St. James

It till!

b.

an interesting track

season.

OF
ART"

VAUGHN’S
lb,

fl1

at

YOU WILL GET 50% OF NEW BOOK PRICE
PLUS an EXTRA 10% for Every Sale (Mon. Jan. 24)
WHEN YOU BRING THOSE USED BOOKS TO CAL BOOK
NOBODY CAN BEAT THIS OFFER!

E,
Pi
IC

Dance to
Tropical
Latin
Twist
SPECIAL SUNDAY JAM SESSIONS
728 N. 13th St.

CY 5-9872

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

IA

Fr
Ba:kAri

SAVE ME
II

24-Hour Ski Report
Call 286-3313 Day or Night

/2

Another service of
FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
244 So, 2nd St.

CI

San Jose

EFAA

55r ‘,...UTH BASCOM

Block
Ph,

'

CY

Side

F.

"7 DARING GIRLS"
SURFTIDE 77

Fedrico Fellini’s

SARATOGA

1695 W

B..gen

,weatere

9:30 P.M.

Se
A

tmainsere 4.4111.
Speciali

Raiie40

OA

"PLEASE NOT NOW"
Brigitte lads’
’THE WIND CANNOT READ
SU/DEW’,

AL ,ADRNI ROAD

TROPICAIRE

-DAVID & LISA-A TASTE OF HONEY"

196B AL

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

’STUDIO
FiRST I

4r1 aptintirx
HID I. Santa Clem

/13-1030

5AN ’A

;

ADOR

CV 2 en

"STRAIGHT JACKET"
Joan Cnwlord
"OLD DARK HORSE"
Torn Postom
41=1.1,

(0,

E

"GOLIATH SINS OF BABALTON"
"SAMSON’S SLAVE QUEEN

"SHIRT OFF HER BACK"
"THE BED"

OPEN FROM 7:15 A.M.-7:15 P.M. DURING FINALS

107 0 EXTRA

Robe

121 South 4th
(across from

DANCING . . .
Friday and Saturday. iNiulus
?-

818008818memeeemeeneemmu

4111IMIIMMMIC2-1111L-WWILZ

FOR USED TEXTS

OPE

STUDENTS S

top early season performances and
is

Two may participate

433 THE ALAmELia

!lob Brown looms as the No. 1

be the top men in the discus.

Women’s Shop

OP1

7 &

practice.

Here are the FINAL words:
TACOS AT TICOS!

Men’s Shop

-47ir

Kelso has been artialid 59 feet in

Bob

SALE

"WINTER LIGHT"

iriVes the Spartans
1.iit
witionai competitor in the shot
for the first time since 1955.

thrower and

for the 1
price of

One Atry cepoice

i41111/

Along with Ilarry Edwards she, tutu

is

1000000000000Cer=ociocezeo;(

234 m
7411

T.--

Th

The Spartans started early in getting ahead of its competition
this year. An extensive fall track program emphasizing overdistanee
conditioning has paid off in giving Winter’s athletes suitable preparation for their individual events.
In the sprints, SJS has Wayne Hermen 19.7, 21.41 Lloyd Murad
19.6. 21.2i. Jim Omaghemi 19.4 I. Maurice Compton and Tommy With.
In the quarter mile. Winter is well -stocked with Mel Holmes
(-MI), Larry LeFall (47.61. Tim Knowles, and half-ndlers Mike
amt Jim tiroothoff or Dermen. The to.... of Dwight Middleton has hampered Spartan depth in these events. It will he interesting to 4, how the loss will be felt in dual meet competition.

KJ" (1.14 h
I 6-9 I and
in the high junip.
A question mark comes in he
Lroad jump and triple jiirtip where
Walt Roberts 124-7 and 410-.li nuit
compete if he signs a pi -contract. Howe\ er. Lest..
is one of the nation’s
,.I

I ci

311

rIC STAR
Alan Jansci, senior guard from
Aldo:, was a star guard on the
4 cange ( .1)aSt
College basketball
(if 1960-61, where he was
All-Last ern Conference selec-

Tribe Match Next
For SJS Matmen

-MEE

5

-

I;

V111111111111111111111111111111111111M

at the
Semester break wit! be no rest to a heel injury aggravated
meet.
period for six San Jose State track- recent Examiner
ileriiien Will see art ion in the
’non SI whoMurphy, Hen Tucker, sprints at
Danny
lohn Garrison. Lester lhaul, Wayne inure spied inerchani has clocked
Ilernum, and Pat Kelso will NMI- 6.2 for the 60-yard dash in practice.
WM in major indoor trackfests
Garrison, whinil Vt’inter sees as
over the two weeks layoff.
one ot Pie nil it’’, Top Middle
thocos this year, is enMurphy is scheduled to compote in the Los Angeles Invita- tered in the 1000yaril run, lie ran
tional at the Sports Arena Satur- 2:11.2 outdoors Sattmlay.
day. Ile will compete in his speTuiker goes in the mile. Ile
cialty, the two-mile, against such ran ci th.01 tuo-mile at the Examworld
stars as Gaston Roelans, the
iner Meet reeently.
record steeplechase holder titian
Kelso, illy. of SJS bright hopes
Belgium.
iii the held events, enters the
Murphy flies to Portland the -hot Fit, i here he has tosses of
following week for the Far West 59 feet I,, his crmlit,
Indoor meet. Bruce Kidd, Canada’s
llond is entored in both the
Imp distance star, was entered in broad jump
done 25-41 and
lioth meets but has cancelled due the triple jump,

After five months of track 1mrac.1..i. last year. Rosie suddenly de to become a hurdler. With
one month of practiee she
By MIKE MURPHY
n the AM’ 511 -yard hurdles in
eisird
tting
Spring will be anything but a dull semester in sports.
Rosie can run
.terordirr.
And, track is expected to generate most of the fireworks.
1(10-y ard dash in 10.6, 220 in
13tai Winter and Dean Miller have lined up the toughest dual
_1 I :old broad jump 17 feet
meet schedule in San Jose State’s history and indications are that
sister.’
his
HO
longer
chases
Poi.
the Spartans have the personnel and ability to provide more than
"She’s doing an outstanda representative showing.
job and I’m proud of her."
In alleeefitEiVe weeks. SJS meets Stanford. Occidental, Arizona
State, Oregon State, New Mexhw and Fresno State, not to mention
all early season clash with Cal.
In order ii look a schedule like this straight in the eye, Winter
had to prtxhice some fancy kind of spike talent.
San Jose has long held a reputation of making a top star led iit
of getting that little extra out of its traekmen.
the imeet-age at

Di

... the serious shop for serious skiers. We know
,og. We specialize in the best of everything you
need ...skis, poles, bindings, boots,
apparel ... and in matching equipment to your individual style and
;kill. Buying or renting, ask for our
advice ... and rely on our experience.

DANNY MURPHY
... L.A. bound

’c--cwr.(...(tirtn:rtstt:ct.,11.1tairtt
ntlat)

SI

We also give top dollar for used texts
that will not be used here again next
semester.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
Just

block from campus at
134 E. San Fernando
1/2

DURING FINALS, FREE PARKING AT
JERRY’S UNION SERVICE
wHiLF SELLING BOOK’,

eso

ORIGINAL DI

J5 Batting 000

Letter Perfect

Youthful Spartan Cagers
Bear Watching in WCAC
cent vintage bears more watching,
NEWHOUSE
San Jose Is butting .000 In an
State can be.
Jose
liether
follow II -year quest of a WCAC title.
the lir-, ,.am ever to
tournament SJS great Carroll Williams
YICAC basketball
paced the Spartans to second
rnpionship with a conference
next pliwe in 1955, before the WCAC
win remains to be seen
,Ter N.. Si):,riiin team of re- expanded to seven teams.
Since the WCAC holiday tourney
-- started in 1960, there’s been a
"jinx" involved in winning the
OPEN TONIGHT
championship. You thereby imme’TIL 9:00
diately "eliminate" yourself from
the regular season pennant runRoberts Book Store
ros, from men’s dorms ning.
Can Stu Irunan’s Spartans, the
only club to win the WCAC tourney twice in succession, break tradition and end its own frustrations
with a conference crown.
Currently 2-0 In the WCAC,
close behind USF (3-0), San
Jose shelves the basketballs for
one week to concentrate on semester examinations.
S. T. Saffold figures in three of
Examined
Eyes
the four WCAC individual statisPrescriptions Filled
tics released this week. Saffold
play this year is one reason why
Contact Lenses
the Spartans have a 10-3 season
Lenses Replaced
record, including a present sixFrames Repaired
game winning streak.
The 6-4 S.T. is fourth in reBankAmericards Welcome
bounds (10.5 average), sixth in
free throw percentage 1.800) and
. HARVEY GOGOL 10th in field goal percentage
Pr. ED E. POTWIN (.500).
Jeff Goodere luis sank seven
Optometrists
of 12 Held goal attempts (.583)
to rank second in the WCAC,
87 E. San Antonio
while Pete Newell Is sixth, 7 for
13 for a .538 average.
lh Blocks from Science Bldg.
SaffoId, Goodere and Newell are
Phone: 292-0507
sophomores and three good reasons
ti.:

There is an

OPTOMETRIST
at your door

NEW AND REBUILT PARTS
FOR ALL IMPORTED CARS

BAP JOBBERS
Bosch, Lucas, Ducellier
Electrical Systems _
Sr. Zenith, and SEV Carburetion

F. A. P

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

Open Monday Thru Saturday

1695

W. Son Carlos

293-2129
EATCO. INC.

SEE

FOR YOURSELF
Sample Price Lists
Paid For Books
ON DISPLAY
at

Spartan Bookstore

why the Spartans’ shooting ability
has shown great strength this season.
San Jose ranks first in team defense 150.0 points I, third in rebounds and fourth in field goal
percentage (41.7 per cent in other
WCAC statistics.
For a young team, San Jose
has shown it can weather
"storms." The Spartans have
won every close game and several ot her victories have comeafter the team has pulled together to overcome ineptness.
Harry Edwards, at center, has
been scoring well for SJS. He appears headed for his best year.
With Inman at the helm, the
Spartans have a real student of the
game and a fine gentleman. This
is the SJS ticket. Wonder what
the returns will be?

Aro leading
ntramurals
Activity List

Wednesday, January 15, 1984

SPARTAN HAELV-7

Goodere, Gary Gresham and Bob
The "G’s" outnumber the
TWO EC’ STARS
The Spartan basketball roster Santa Ana, and Al Jansci rvt (
and "B’s" on the Spartan varsity Griggs have the edge on Ron Labetich and Lynn Livie and Earl Bur- I has two former Eastern Conference ange Coast College both pi
basketball team. Rich Gugat, Jeff
ton and Guin Boggs.
stars. Bill Kinzie, formerly of tliDir ball down south.

GREEKS CONGRATULATE

JANUARY GRADUATES
.00=04scer

GOOD LUCK
IN YOUR NEW ROLE
DENNY DeHART
PHIL HERRON
RON NEVINS
RAY VINALL
DON HOWARD
PETE RUHKULA
DICK COWELL
STEVE GILBERT
LARRY DRACE

THE BROTHERS
OF

A
X

ALPHA DELTA S1GM
I.

GAMMA ALPHA CHI
Presents
GINNY COLLINS
MIKE DANIELS
JOHN AZZARO
LEE LINDENIAN
GIL CHAVEZ
San Jose State’s (;ift To
M DIKON 1N ENI

/

Currently leading the list of intramural teams competing for the
participation championship is Al pha Tau Omega with 720.35 points.
The point totals don’t include
the swimming meet which ended
last week.
ATO has picked up most of Its
points in individual events. The
leaders accounted for 18712
points in football, 175 points in
bowling, 89 points In wrestling,
85 points In Turkey Trot, and
80 points in the Little 500 bike
rave.
Trailing in second place is Phi
Sigma Kappa with 673.81. PSK
relied heavily on its championship
football team which gave the organization 327,2 points to its total.
Bowling accounted for 145.28
points and six-man volleyball added 74 points to the total.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is third
with 592.15 points. Bowling ac,,,,inted for 162.65 points, football
1)7’2 points and the "Little 500"
itt points.
In fourth is Pi Kappa Alpha
with 515.93 points. Bowling was
a big event for PIMA, totaling
213.85 points.
Moulder Hall is ranked fifth
with 4514.8 points. The men from
Moulder Hall comprise the top
rated independent team trying for
the title.

BEST WISHES
TO
LEE JAMES
BOB BROWN
JOHN McDONALD
AND CONTINUED SUCCESS FROM
THE
BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

THE BROTHERS
OF
DELTA SIGMA PHI
CONGRATULATIONS
HAL BENSON
KENT ANDERSON
BOB JOHNSTON

BEST OF LUCK
TO
BAMBI FINGER
LIZ MI MMEY
ELLEN NORRIS
JOAN LITRICH
THE SISTERS OE

DELTA GAMMA

CONGRATULATIONS &
BEST WISHES
FOR FUTURE SUCCESS TO
MARJORIE RICHARDSON
SALLY CLARK MORELLO

From the Ladies of
SIGMA KAPPA

HOWARD
TOURS
THE ORIGINAL
STUDY TOUR IN 1HE PACIFIC

CIRCLE WORLD
NINE UNIVERSITY CREDITS

82599

57 DAYS

Enjoy your greatest summer and if you
wish, earn almost one full quarter of university credit by enrolling In the optional
San Francisco State College summer and
post sessions held In conjunction with the
tour. Program includes Hawaii; Japan;
Hong Kong; Saigon; Angkor Wet, Bangkok;
India, with visits to Calcutta, Ta) Mahal,
Delhi and Kashmir; Cairo, with its Sphinx
and Pyramids; Lebanon; Jerusalem; Israel,
Istanbul; and Athens with its Parthenon
and Acropolis. Return via Rome, with time
for independent visits In Europe. Such a
world trip Is the "ultimate", an unmatched
travel experience. Offen all first class
services ashoN and the most extensive
schedule of special dinners, cosmopolitan
entertainment, evening events and social
functions; plus ill necessary tote Services.

BEST OF LUCK TO OUR
GRADUATING BROTHERS
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
RICHARD C. HARRIS
STEVE ABREAU
JIM BAUGH
DAN CARMIAN
DICK ASHWORTH

SINGULAR .1 NO IR) --IT( I kl
CONGRATULATION- I() lit
ONLY FALL GRADI
BARBARA
AI HER

KAPPA DELTA SLsTERs

SO. AMERICA
SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS

"We Buy For More
and
Sell For Less"
FOR YOU ONLY!

$1799

46 DAYS

Travel ’raindrop by air from Miami to
Ecuador - Peru
Colombia
Panama
Chile Argentina Uruguay - Brazil on this
most diversified itinerary covering all of
a
full
program of very
America
Latin
best hotels, meals, sightseeing, evening
actIvitlet, social functions, and special
plus all essential tour services
events
excursions to the An.
highlighted by
dean highlands, the lost cities of the
Incas, Iguassu Falls, and Brasilia, the City
a truly great educational
of the future
and enjoyable summer vacation adventure
It is even more enriching for members
who enroll in the optional San Francisco
State College Summer Session Courses.

APPLY

KATHRYN CASSIN
CT 3-2049

PLUS

1 all%
111 70

ekt DEFECT1

BONUS
(JAN. 13-24)

HOWARD TOURS

THE SISTERS
OF
ALPHA PHI
Congratulate
BONNIE CROCKETT
VICKIE ANDREWS
BARBARA BOWMAN
BERIT MATHESON

THE BROTHERS OF

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Wish The Best Of Luck To All Graduates
And Especially Brothers,

STEVE MORSE
ROBERT DONOFRIO

-

14-0PART

tvednewlay. January 1n.

niruT

Planning Committee Feb. 1 Deadline forNs,
Will Not ivieet

1!1C4

Civil Rights Men To Speak

Feb. 1 is the deadline for faralit member; and students interIttin a summer chatier flight
.., Emigre to contact Dr. W. W.
’tell, i’ti;iit’ntan,
anI)dleir’’kapril::::::1"Mte)-f
orgtiniied tinder .r YroltII
the trip.
imin and administration rept,- chanty.- concerning
will leave
se/dative ;tiling as an (’50(1)1 5*’ ...i:iililitii,,t;ilii:4toli’slcoomein17.111:1111:; 8directly

of a cinolinaii

Dombrowski is a resident of the
and secretary of the Soul
South, and has been active in
The College 12111011 l’laoiu ii
bristian Leadership Confer- "civil rights" activities for many
Committee will not meet tornorrott
, . led I.v Rev, Martin Luther years.
finals.
"A Report front the South" is because of
self-styled
’itsworth,
Dr. Dwight lientel, ehairnum, merrPial.Y.
ftw l’:11P, and return to San Franbeing presented by a group known
"Birmingham movethe eh:m
distile.Si-tut
,
"rite Ail Hoe Cumniiitee for a said yesterday he "hoped" meet -I
chdrged policernen of as
1
1
1
1,
i
t
a,
,or
al
a
Iter 1-i Irans18,1111161/11t61.1.I
,ity with brutality. Repoli from Iii South." hi ded by ings would resume the first vteek sug- ’’sti
-11.0,
11.4. pnlx," nip
1
11,111koll 11,1111111iiiee 1:1,1 ’11.11
.
1st)’
mean to kill Peter Sego, an mike member of of instruetion
next semester. Feb
inerea,ed .11i,le1i1 lead- attprosinuitely
the Demtsndic
18450 round trip
lon or be killed by it."
10-14.
lilt’ 11110.11
e1,1111,
J1’1111,4,4 145 interested persons deBusiness originally scheduled for
includeil
tomorrow’s;
meeting
reconitnendat ions for union director by college Vice-President
Dr. William Dusers subcommittee.

, H

1,1,1

101.01143134.334/
,411
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CUSHMAN vESAA
SALES AND SERViCE
r,

, Page (1,41)1
47911 Fremont A! I’.

EASANT
18 HOLE

11 US
REGULATION

aiCeff

2050 S,WHITE ROAD
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..-13361
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Lyke Editor
Seeks Writers

Ihsues
Newman
lith :Thom(
tins,* 4:10 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St
Phi Omega, 7 p.m.,
.,:e Ijita r 11
p.m.. 79 S.
f’tfth St.

otiti .11.
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t

Ul

292.5477

err.

141

330 So. 10th St. Across from

San Jose
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PERSONALS 171
ROOMMATE WANTED

. 1, ...,

63 HONDA

I

UNAPPROVED CONTRACT I:. 4 ,
Cal 295 7608, 502 S 411,
TWO GIRLS APPR. confra4fs. P4 o,
board. Excellent food. 580 S. 9rn.
875 121, >e’2;,,, C;eusen,
,’Ale, His,’
APPR. APT.
--,

WOMEN’S APPR APT.

,r- sh -

$150

r

r20,,

RENT.

t.

MEN

3.30.
GRANT HALL, r
.

.1 effri-,Tni.- 1 - 293 7603.

,

2 *man-, 71 E.
-ao’.
tor s

CONTRACT FOR SALE, Girl’s nr-ro,,don. HlI, "cl/
--a

GRANT HALL ANNEX

Clean.
available

so

--,ro urapprovad ap
Sptni. 286 4096

.

MEN’S UNAPPROVED APT. "
.

r

CONTRACT

/
. ,

.

FOR

AUTO, LIFE FIRE INS

"

MEN’S APPROVED CONTRACT

SALE

1 OR 2 GORDON HALL

i

4 5-1’5
DESPERATE
^I ^

I

41

.

MONEY;

TYPING.

EXPERT

KILLION HALL

RENT A T.V.

,ale

Di.)

SHARE APT,

/
’

o

ONE

NEED RIDE

1,2 +5,

MALE

,
3 GIRLS

GIRL

RIDE NEEDED
"
r

2 BEDROOM

GIRLS

WANTED. .

.

GIRL NEEDS

G.112L ROOMMATE

GIRL NEEDS

1

,

REC. MEN’S HOUSING.

KILLION HALL CONTR

2 GIRLS
.4, ’t
i.
GRADUATE STUDENT

KILLION HALL
,
4 ,
MEN S HOUSING f

RIDERS
RIDE NEEDED
RIDERS

-

t.,
S190

f

4 GIRLS APPR.

GERMAN BIKE

GET MORE

2 CONTRACTS
{

GRACE HALL

You.

- --TYPING IN MY HOME

3 GIRLS NEEDED

2 APTS

2 MALE ROOMMATES

TV RENTALS
$10 month
Phone 292-3457
AUTO INSURANCE.
LoAll
B students rectire beter rates. Ott
Everyore insured.
, to
2441414
LI
ns. 361, S
TYPING OF ALL KINDS.

APPR CONTRACT .
r ,

ON SALE AT:

FOR SALE,!
, .
:e4
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Spartan Daily Staff Picks
Ten Most Significant Stories

I KNOW WHY
--’CAUSE Y011 ALL
TRAINED BY EATING
AT UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE?

broke. The ten stories were seleeted and ranked in importance by a
poll of Spartan Daily staff mein bees and are reproduced here with
the news pictures that appealed
; with them.
;
In this souvenir Sect ion you will
find the first complete account
the assassination of
sided en
Kennedy, just as it appeared in the
Spartan Daily’s "first -ever" estrii
You will again see how the col
lege union propoal narrowly passed
and hecame the second most irre
portant news story.
You can recall the raid on the
infamous beer bust early in tltt
semester and how a record film;
her of students registered
ttlti.ses. You will find the t h
biggest story, the story of the
Seventh Street closed, here,
well as the story on the future -t
proud Tower Hall.
How the (Toss -count its Ittalll ii
riminetl the toast iii it,,
unit
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Personalifed Cleaning with
Door to Door Service
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Watkins Cleaners
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Course
2. Legal t-

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
294-7716

3. 11P(
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SUCCESSFUL LEADERASB Pres. Steve Larson completed a successful first semester in
office with two main achievements: passing of
the College Union proposal and temporary clos-

ing of Seventh Street. Both were voted in the
semester’s top 10 news stories by the Spartan
Daily editorial staff (College Union, 2nd; Seventh Street, 3rd.
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CAN’T SELL YOUR BOOK?
(Other Bookstores Won’t Buy Them)
THEN

BRING THEM TO CAL BOOK
Cal Book will buy any text that is in use in the United States

this includes books that

will not be used at San Jose State next semester.

WE PAY,
PLUS

50%
10%

OF

NEW

EXTRA

BOOK

PRICE

BONUS
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Campus Reflects Tragedy

January 15. 14

IREMilEfIlail BE

firs Assassination Rated
Top Story of Fall Semester

(Noy. W. 19(13)
1, Al.I.A S
1’11,11114a
Kennedy has been assassinated. A
single shot through the right
temple took the life of the 46year-old chief executive. He was
shot as he rode in an open car
iii (1.iistdovn
Dallas. waving and
smiling to a crowd of 250,000.
Vice President Lyndon Johnson
- the nation’s lieNk president 5’, is
in the same cavalcade hut a nun) it car lengths behind. He was
not hurt.
Terribly shocked, Johnson, who
has it record of
illness, was
Whisked off under heavy guard to
be sworn in as CIIIICKly as isissible
as the 36th President of the United
States.
WIFE WITH HIM
Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy was
riding in the same car with her
husband. She was not hurt. She
cradled her husband’s head in betaims as he was sped, dying, to the
hospital.
Kennedy vias shot at approximately 111:30 a.m. Ps’r and died at
approximately 11 a.m. PST. Ho

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Tues.

- Thurs.

9 a.m.. 6 p.m.

Henry

W

atanabe

Fri. and Sat.
9 a.m.- 7 p.m.

Owner
4 Barbers
All Hair Styles
Alma Center, 1483 Alma St. 293.0705

News of Death Hit Hard

(Nay. tit IOU)
A coed who sat tensely in the
Cafeteria this morning eating a
roll for lunch held a bite in midair
and listened to the radio.
The %Pry first announcement of
the assassin’s death of President
John F. Kennedy visibly hit her
’ hard.
Tears streamed down her face,
while she held the bite of food
steady tor a few seconds. Moments
later, she quietly buried her head
ti, her hands.

was the fourth I S. President to
Is’ killed in "thee.
Beside Kennedy in the famous
hubbletop limousine was Texas
Gov. John B. Connally. He was
shot in the chest. The governor
was reported in serious condition
. and in great pain.
I Mrs. Connally, also in the car,
was unharmed.
CATHOLIC PRESIDENT
The chief executive, first Roman Catholic president of the
United States and in Dallas on a
politicking mission for a second
term, was smiling broadly as he
rode through downtown streets.
"Then that awful look crossed
his face." said a man at curbside
only 15 feet away.
IThe identity of the assassin or
assassins was not immediately
known.
Sheriff’s officers took a young
!man into custody at the scene and
:questioned him behirs1 closed
Idoors.
A Dallas television reporter giid
he saw a rifle being withdravin
from a window on the fifth or sixth
floor of an office building short ly
after the gunfire.
Johnson was under heavy guard.
Physicians and members of the
White House staff attended him.
White House Secretary Malcom
Kilduff said the President’s body
would be flown to Washington this
afternoon.

SHOCKED DISBELIEF
As students streamed out of
!twit’ classes at 11:20 a.m., they
began to pour into the Cafeteria.
Most had looks of shocked disbelief on their faces.
The (’afeteria’s radio system
blared the news loud and clearly
Is, the students. They crowded the
aisles, making it nearly impassible
to move.
"11 he would have been an old
man it would have been halfway
fair," a coed choked, "but he was
so young."
SHARE GRIEF
A Negro coed, standing in the
aisles when the news was announced, immediately put one
’hand to her head and broke down
crying. Sympathetic onlookers silently shared in her grief.
A fellow student helped the coed
to a vacant chair. She soon composed herself and listened intently
to the news reports.
A half hour after the news was
first flashed over the radio that
the President had been shot, a radio was turned up loudly in the
office of Pershing Rifles, a campus
organization, in the barracks.
About 75 students immediately
crowded around the barracks area
to listen. They stood quietly and
remorsefully.

JFK IN SAN JOSESenator John F. Kennedy brought his "Leadership for the 60’s" campaign bandwagon to San Jose and was
greeted by an enthusiastic demonstration.

LOTS OF SCOTT
ST. LOUIS (UPI)Lynn Scott
married James Scott, whose father
is stationed at Scott Air Force
base at Belleville, OIL, near here.

When mealtime comes, visit the Main Street Hof Brau
for a well prepared dinner at a price that will suit
any budget.
and

293-2011
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Woma’s Approval Aportmats
on

fraternity row

OFFERS YOU
1.200 sq. ft.
Dressing room
Garbage disposals
Bed spreads

Radiant heat
Wardrobe closets
Dish master
Colorful furniture

Only $210 Spring Semestar
call CY 7-1814

eltrisly’i &nay Salon
Individual Styling,
Permanent Waves,
Hair Cuffing,

10 % Discount to Coilegis
students and personnl.

Hair Coloring

Open six days week.
’til 1 p.m.

CY 4-8962

Call for APP..
Bobbie Cocencour

66 E San F,nando
(Ile,.en 2nd & 3rd St, )

ElU:VAAATLIZIaja24.VZ2

.7he Uttar
576.S0. 514
Now Renting For Spring
30 beautiful units available
two bedroom furnished apartments

New

Pool

Recreation room
Sunken garage

NEW YORK (UPI)One of the
nation’s leading authorities sin
water management has poohpoohed the idea that America’,
’ population explosion will cause a
dangerous under-supply of water
FACES OF SORROWSJS students bowed their heads in
in the next 41) years.
Memorial Services for John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the 35th President of the United States. An audience of 4,000 heard the I Richard D. Hoak, senior fellow
; of the Mellon Institute of Pittseulogy by Clayton Barbeau, prominent author. In the photograph
burgh and the steel industry repreabove students watch the Army ROTC post the colors at the
,entative on the National Technical
beginning of the services.
Task Force Committee on Industrial Waters since 1950, believes
there will be enough uncontaminated water available in the foreseeable future.
Writing in Steelways, a publication of the American Iron and Steel
Hoak emphasized that
The nineteenth annual Fie] di logical science department:Institute
and water
is used for many purposes
Studies in Natural History, for- I the advanced group, led by D r.
industrial and otherwise, without
rnerly known as the West Coast Richard J. Hartesveldt, assatiate
being consumed. He said the earth’ ’
Nature School, is scheduled fori professor of conservation.
of water
haso
been
ftna
tsn
c
Easter Week in Death Valley, 1 The five sections in the regular volume
or thousands of years and should
March 22 to 28.
group are geology, Dr. Wayne
Registration for the school is ’ Kat rehner, head of the geology de- remain so.
He said the annual precipitation
March 3. At that time the $20 partment; invertebrates (insects),
on continental United States aver Dr . Arnold G. Applegarth, pro_ I
instructional fee must be paid.
ages 30 inches. 71 per cent of which
One unit of credit for the one- fess( r of science esiucat’ ;
week course, known as bulletin of brates (animals), Dr. Henry G. returns to the atmosphere through
Science Education 151-156, Field Weston, associate professor of hi- evaporation and much of the reology; plants, Dr. Carl W. Shar- mainder runs off into streams or
Nature Study.

Death Valley Excursion
Slated for Easter Week

The course is divided into three
groups: the regular group, broken
into five sections; the interrnedhite
or repeater group, headed by Dr.
A. Mcallum, head of the binG.C
_

smith, professor of biology; and
ecology (relationship between
plants and animals), Dr. H. Thomas Harvey, associate professor of
biology.

Rots
a
Ruck

Laundry facilities

Pre -paid gas, water and garbage
For

Rental Information Ingu;rat

VARSITY RENTAL
396 East William

use r"irs’
This, desipi(e the variance of
rainfall in different sections of the
country, is sufficient to meet future demands of population and industry, Hoak said.
I
He observed that in the steel industry, for example, 26 major mills
each withdraw more than enough
water daily to serve a population
area of 1,600,000, but only 7.9 per
cent of the total is consumed.

Foreign Car
Specialist

293-1445
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PRES. JOHN F. KENNEDY
. . death shocks campus
area. The crowd increased to over
100 in is short time.
"I really wonder about the 1964
elections now," said another student.
He said he had no faith in either
Rockefeller or Goldwater.
The large cluster quickly increased to 200 students, many of
them just out of class. They stared
in utter disbelief as other students
told them of the tragic news.
Within a few moments the radio
announced that President Kennedy
was believed dead.
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AMID MUSIC
Amid quiet music that then
filtered from the radio, the gathered students quietly dispersed.
’SHOCKING’
They walked away silently in all
"It’s shocking," many students directions.
choked. Men looked down at the
Many more coeds now had real
ground. Coeds had tears in their
tears in their eyes. Some were
eyes.
"..1101EIT1
shaking with grief.
"He’s such a national fit-lire,"
"I just had a girl friend who
CONNECTICUT
died," said one nearly sobbint,
coed, "it’s so much of a shock I
MUTUAL LIFE
just couldn’t believe it."
1671 The Alameda Suits
All over the campus students ,
294.5660
were standing around in groups
listening to the radio networks
Sober/ T. Healey CL
Geer& A
’spell out the details. Some were
Tkeletelogslewle",401,,r,,e’sVolewletee’rt,010,,4

GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH

Choice 0)’
FOUR ENTREES
20 SMLADS

one student said, "somebody you
might know well.
"It’s as if one of the family has
died," a student regretfully added.
As classes emptied, students began COMAila; into the walkway
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BC Raids TGIF Party;
9 Students Apprehended
dent
’ow Si
han
Jrihr

(O(’T. 7, 19)
Over,’
The song, The Party’s
sung Friday
just
than
a.r more
21 San Jose police
Proxin when
Alcoholic Beverfive
ficers and
raided a
Control officials
Goodness It’s FriF" IThank
attended by :
, beer bust
cludents.
took place in the rear
The party
apartment
ef a two-story
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Eric
Peterson*
says...
a life
t Stands to reason that
summit policy designed exonly for college menand
Id only to college mengives
u the most benefits for your

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
Co an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Corn, of 8th and William St.

ney when you consider that
liege men are preferred insurnce risks. Call me and I’ll fill you
on THE BENEFACTOR, Col Life’s famous policy, exclu-

’COPS ARE HERE’
Sgt. Lloyd Ralston said, "It
wasn’t long before I heard the
word being passed around in
hushed tones: "The cops and the
ABC are here.’

1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378-0218
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men
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To You Fall Graduates
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Gene l.,urule 18. Dick FerMT in 1935, followed by John
Murphy entered the I
finish nander 40th, Bowie Thew 61st and
Carnien of Kansas State Teachers chute in fifth ’,lave behind Geoff ’corn Tuite 74th, in the field of 311
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:.ehner. 231,1, I Pin Tonn 26th and
:cith F01111;111 281h
Bill Clark. 13th ’and ’,tank Carcri 16th ’were the fir-, ’,Ai, Notre
1 cirne finishers.

((’ontinued on Page 8B)

See the rest of your smiling

Suits 311
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"When we started grabbing
them, all I could see was a human
wave taking off over the roofs,
and fences," he added.
There was a similar party at the
same location shortly after school
ripened, according to Doyle 0. Jensen, supervising special investigator for the State Department of
Alcoholie Beverage Control. "Word
was out for a week that there
might be a raid. Evidently, nobody
believed it." he said.
Police noted a large sign in

ely for college men")

CUT
IFE
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Harriers Win Second NCAA Title

(Nay. 27, 19113
San Jose Strife’s budding nahouse at 561 S. Seventh St.
coholic beverage without a license, tional at
reputation bloomed
A total of 19 students were ap- and contributing to the delinqueninto finest flower yesterday after
prehended. Fourteen were charged cy of minors.
with "possession of an alcoholic
UNDERCOVER MEN
beverage by a minor." Persons arUnderenver officers arrived at
rested under I
were booked at
4:30 p.m. and walked down the
Juvenile Ball on juvenile citations.
driveway to the rear of the buildTwo men arrested John Sating with other party arrivals. Oftui, 21, and Jay Senter, 25 were
ficers were informed that for $l
identified as the party-givers by
they could have all the beer they
police. Both face four charges: sale
could drink.
of isivi,holie beverages to minors,
At a pre-arranged signal, the
furnishing alcohol within 112 miles
ABC’ agents and uniformed police
from the S.IS campus, sale of al , officers entered the area.

HERB’S
Chevron Station

17

518 So.

Phone 292-5502

10th St. At William

IltaKt
DINNERS

HARRIERS AND THE BUCKEYE
SJS won its second
straight NCAA cross-country
title this semester. Shown in this
picture taken before the seventh man was chosen are:
(around the circle) Gene Gurule,
Ben Tucker, Tom Tuite, Coach
Dean Miller, Jeff Fishback, Dick
Fernandez and Danny Murphy.
In the clasp of handsthe traditional buckeye.
the Spartan cross country team
won its second straight NCAA
championship.
Led by Jeff Fishback, Danny
Murphy and Ben Tucker, the Spartans registered the lOwest team
score in the history of the meet -53.
Oregon was second with 68, Notre
Dame a distant third with 128.
Last year the Spartans won with
58 points.
Running over the four-mile
Michigan State golf course into a
chilling wind, Fishback, Murphy
and Tucker were near the lead the
whole trip.
Vic Zwailak, an ex -Marine from
-

- -

initiative:
If you had the timeyou could do the computations which the biggest data processing systems do. I But they do them at electronic
speed and without tiring. I It calls for constant
initiative to make them work better for us. I
You needn’t know anything about them to start
with. I IBM has an education program for
continued training. I
Ask your college placement officer for our brochuresand for an appointment when the IBM
representative is interviewing on campus. I
IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. I
If you cannot attend the interview, write: I
Manager of College Relations, I IBM Corp.,
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. I
MOVE AHEAD: SEE

IBm

MAR lE .

Cut Out Those
Short Trips
I le le-- no need tri miss a
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Hamburger Dinner
BurgerFriesDrink
Cheeseburger Dinner
Drink
CheeseburgerFries
Deluxe Dinner
Deluxe BurgerFriesDrink
Fish Dinner
FishwichFriesDrink
Shrimp Dinner
ShrimpFriesDrink

a

-ore 0111. For a multitude

COUNT ON CHEVROLET TO BUILD THE ONE YOU WANT
ONE-STOP CHEVROLET SHOPPING

( ’lie she has the room you want in a
never meant
ear, I, s
11’s handsome in sparkling new in
more titan it does today. rive lillost to eliomo Irmo start irug with the Jecstnooth luxury Chevrolet, then the
’64 enjoy crisp si ling accents and more Imo
ritA r 1 1 ’
i,,r,liorss.p..v,.r in t he si andard engine.Th, ea ais
\ er Chevy
totally new Chevelle, the hetlera
i
l’orvair, and the emat ing Corvette Sting Ray. Anil
St mg Rays have a smoother ride and smarter interiors.
got 45 models and 22 engines to choose from.
Put all this choler together and you 801. 10.1.1
yoll can count on Chevrolet. to build the
Chevrolet’s Impala Super Sport series tops the
CNEVROLST
want in ’61! Anil it’s at your Chevrolw deal 7
lineup with luxury you’ll love to get. used to.

THE GREAT HIGHWAY PERFORMERS Chevrolet Chevelle Chevy El Corvair Corvette
See them at ymir Chevrolet Showr,,,,,,i

4RAPARTVIT
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Former SJS President,
Dr. MacQuarrie, Dies

Wednesday: January 15. 14T1

Smith Controversy Boils;
Matter Before Committee
Diii
iii announcing the re The controve,s,s over an SJS terra! of the matter to the Ara Cornmittee. stated
Professor’s charge that he %vas in- ’demie Freedom
timid:11rd In the sehool adminis- in a letter to the Thrust anti Parry
that, to the best 1,1’ his
r.’’lop-column
at .
knowledge, "Oita,. %%its no intim1,11,
’ ’dation iit Dr. Smith by a eollet_ti
: ,
made
C. ttti.l

Dr (liar].

.1111

10,

1.1.1\1

\b’. lit, Mitt
FUrierid .erriee’s fOr Pr,
Ernerillus Thorns’s William MaeQuarrie, who died Friday morning,
will be held at 10:30 this morning
in Medford, Ore., followed by cremation.
It was a peaceful ending for a
IT11111 Who led Sidi JOSe Stale pum.:Q,
from a small teacher’s college into
the ever-expanding collei!,. that it
is today.
Dr. MacQuarrie, who huuu I been
months,
seriously ill for
died at the age of 84 at Rouge
Valley Manor in Medford following a tierieft of strokes.
Ile is survived by his wile.
Edith; a daughter, Mrs. Ruth Loyd
of Porterville; and two grandchildren.
Pre& John T. Wahlquist said Friday, "It will lie difficult for its tO
realize that President Emeritus
Thomas W. MacQuarrie is gone.
So much of his great work and
influenre remain here to memorialize him."
Dr. MaeQuarrie SerVed ati S.IS
f,l’eSident. from 1927 until his; resignation in 1952. Dr. Wahlquist succeeded him.
"In explaining his willingness to
le/lVe San Jose and the college d’iring the last years of retirement,"
Pres. Wahlquist said. "Dr. MacQuarrie said, ’To have been president of San Jose State College for
tmarter of a century is en,,ugh
distinction to last
lifetime.’"
Dr. MacQuarrie Wag born in
Woodham, Ont., on Sept. 9, 1879,
In 1900 he completed a tour -year
course at the State Normal School
at Superior Ills first teaching t)o-

mit tee consols t,f five members
f the teaching faculty, who "explore and advise the President’s
council on constroversies that arise
over denial or infringement of seadentit freedom, id’ aCildernit. re Dr. Smith made the original
charge in a Thrust and Parry letSIdd,
I
ter lest TIIIIINday.
have it from Authority thal.errlain problems affecting my job
anti my promotion would disappear
if I resigned ;is faculp. adviser to

several

TAsc.

rriat tel
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Harriers Win
Second Title
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Hit

t,fLiu’i:uI nut’ an ,ksirs. on the part
of the college administration to
dem. the members of ’FAS(’ the
Outs of pluS other approved stuion."
org,..,
On. Di -41. CONCLUDES

RENT A

/ sf

DR. CHARLES E. SMITH
. . . "intimidation?"

president e,,ncluded,
Th,
Because oi the harmful effect of
- public accusation on
.
ii of all college (Alioking the faculty Aca...1410m 0.mmittee to in:his matter immediately
lapses of professi.mal
:,nd academic responsikids ..1)

Page 811)

Three Spartans gained AllAmerican honors in the race. Murphy made it for the seeond time
while Tueker and Fishhack gained
first -year honors.
Murphy, bothered by a sore heel
a week ago, said, "We had a real
good start. Last year we were
shut fled hack. Jeff and I were
third at the half mile mark . . .
last year we were about 75th."
"The race went smoothly. It was
a very good run,- he added.
Fishhack said, "The race was
pretty good."
The senior steeplechaser wasn’t
satisfied with his finish, but said
that it was his best race.
Tucker, who improved on his
18th place finish of 1962, said "It
was a very big victory. We had
smooth sailing all the way, but it
wasn’t easy."
Expressing the feeling of the
whole team, Tucker said, "The boys

THE LONGEST TERMPresident Emeritus Thomas William
MacQuarrie served for 25 years as President of the college.
His administration changed the institution from a teachers’ college to a liberal arts college. Pres. MacQuarrie resigned his
duties at SJS in 1952.
the title’
are glad to bring it
home a second time."
Gene Gurule was ecstatic over
to make the team last fall but
his accomplishment. "Rinks" failed
came through with a gutty performance to finish 18th.
"It was just a fantastic experience. It was frightening to see all
those gieat runners at the starting
line. It’s a great feeling to be up

170 South Second
I
4iessemememesregeeses1

\

Fr".0(14,m

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

OPEN
MCN., THURS.,
FRI. ’TIL 9 P.M.
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Enjoy Smoking
SMOKE A PIPE
Try one of our it
imported Of do
right for you, the
smok(a.

Page 316)

front of the apartment house
which read: "We’re Open To Serve
You . . . All You Can Drink For

Pete Zir

KA

t blonds 116,
Lb(co
,.eA

Men & Women for

S1.00

Along with the numerous confis"tiled beer kegs, police also seized
a box containing $158, the diet noon’s receipts.
Robert Martin, associate dean
of students, said the school knew
the raid was to be staged.
"We will cooperate to the utmost 1,, stop this ,rirt (if thing and
take disemlithity. .etion from otir
point of view.- he -act

rWillikkialkAkialWAA

I)IsTIfIU(’Tt)RS

Cv 8

19 Arrested
At Beer Bust

SMilti

dIrl."’"fleedEbUSINEEIS MACNINES
-Adr.
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Dr, Niii(’QUafrie
1.nlistod
when ’,,riti
War I tr.
out in 1917 and
Pu captain
Alt.,
. nri,hro
ksiti I ni ho he
a.,
tooted to I it iltiulu.,1
I’ ’tilts’,
HO’
to.
gutIutil3,.
ii I..,
111,1u. It.
rot

Army

a

said.
there and win.’’
Fernandez, who got lost in the
maze of runners soon after the
start said, "I never saw any teammates at all. I just ran the race by
myself. It was the hardest race
I’ve ever run.
Thew outsped Oregon’s Archie
San Romani and Villanova’s Tommy Sullivan to the wire in his best
race ever.

replied yi4.
I’m very anxious
!
ha e inis brought beforr, the
Aeadameir Freedom Committee.
This is progress. Now we can get
ilpun1snui in the open and on

jarincipsd of a
from 1905 to 1917.

Start

your

own business

NOW
Be your own boss

hours
CALL: Jock Spindler

Work yogr own

248-0748

!.(.4 AY ) SA)

says . . .
Come on down Fridci,/

Cauios

and Saturday r1:(_!-1:s
and enjoy excitinc;

IT’S HOT! IT’S A HONDA!

FOLK MUSIC

HONDA SUPER SPORT "50" MARK 110
Only $285 p.o.e.
This SO cc Honda is a giant for performance: develops
5 HP at 9.000 RPM . .. gets up to 225 mpg. Racing type
high -compression head ram injection carburttion, other
g.-itat features. See it now!

while you consume
iIiZZI1

d

Slip/Tine

... our Pizza Supreme is available any

tidy or

n,ght

vi7lizeteizesizeiiirow

International Restaurant

BILL MANDER
Telephone 354-2130
635 University Avenue
Los Gatos, California
Come in and see the New 90 CC

10% EXTRA

hot days hit San Jose
students found ways to
cool off. Susan Ruck, I9 -year -old sociology ma IT WAS HOTA few
tlIk semester, but some

jor, prepares to cool off by jumping into
located near her campus home.

a

pool

Tropicana Shopping
King and Story Roads

Center

Phone 258-8474

Cl

OPEN FROM 7:15 A.M.-7:15 P.M. DURING FINALS
FOR USED TEXTS

YOU WILL GET 50% OF NEW BOOK PRICE

We also give top dollar for used texts
that will not be used here again next
semester.

PLUS an EXTRA 10% for Every Sale (Jan. 17-Jan. 23)

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

WHEN YOU BRING THOSE USED BOOKS TO CAL BOOK

Just 1/2 block from campus at
134 E. San Fernando

NOBODY CAN BEAT THIS OFFER!

DURING FINALS, FREE PARKING AT
JERRY’S UNION SERVICE

t,

Over 19,000’
Fight Way
Through Reg

James Griffin of the Registrar’s Office has
I GIVE UPMrs.
no pity for the 19,532 students who turned in their final registration cards this semester. She and the rest of the staff fed
the IBM machines which process these cards plus an estimated
200,000 class cards.

nom :4% rwilshire
We pick up and deliver YOUR car for service

Lubrication Our Specialty
line

of Auk

A,’

Corner of 10th & Santa Clara

286-6190
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Pres. John T. Wahlquist Resigns

flits . 111, 191:31
I,ady
,110,,tri
owoole raoent
l’o
V."..hl.itn
ha - That lit oil I.,I..
.1
.tiiIts in ii’,, irmr’ert Iris iv-0191.11am in liaVe nil
till. la xt hill r,,hl,,a’.
1 Sari Jo-, Stale Nes- in.; the I,
’in it
11I’lliIN 1/1 all /111(111,, II/ the fac t un lii ur.t.$ io lea, h. ceseacen.
(Sept HI, 1963)
ulty and administration in Concert and write.
Processing of registration yards Hall.
NOT INHISPENSABLE
for a record 19,5.12 students en Tile announcement ended weeks. "I am mucking the announcement
tolling at SJS began this morning. of -peculation and rumor on the al this time," he saiin.
that
About 18,000 had been predicted
the t’hancellor and Trustee.in
to sign op for classes during
The re..ii,nation will beeorne ef- have ample time in which n,
1071h sehool Near at State.
!Naive Sr-pi lit, 1964, the date lead my ,ileres,or
Hut prediction, crumbled when of his Ii5tli lartlatay.
"EVent.. it the I., I few weeks
11101111 than 19 000 students fought
"1 liase
arivoetited that on the national
crie nay/. c/miritheir wits’ through lines
and Friday in one of the tnii,t
heetir registrations yet.
And more are expected front
1:00 rredstration.
Adding to the eonf fusion NM!: the
relocation of waiting lines.
Students waiting to obtain their
registration packets have lined mr
in the corridors of Tower Hail
during the past several years.
TowER HALL
Tower Hall. however, was close4t
lie.? Faster vacation, so students
lormeit lines through the science
buildings this fall. weaving their
In library :mil
thr,,,r,li the
iII to the new one.
Some 17.975 full and part-time
,.tialents had obtained registration
iinekets
noon Friday. according
I,, Lowell C. Pratt, 14.15 publications manager.
A total of 1,124 registered
evening between 4 and 7.
hrin-inty the total to 19.009.
The enrollment increase at SAS
was no exeention from other California schools.
The California Board of Education recently forecast that the
state’s public school enrollments
will reach a record total of 4.684.653 this fall. This estimate
wins for 234,120 more students than
last fall
HIcHER ENROLLMENT
Ene.litnent cit SJS this semester
I’. about 10 per cent higher than
ir was la,t fall. when 17,357 students revistered. This fall’s total
is 1.742 more than it was in 1962.
Fall of 1962 showed an increase
in enrollment of 13.2 per cent OVP1*
PRES. JOHN T. WAHLQUIST
that of 1961, or 2,028 more stu. . . will resign Sept. 10
I dents.
A total of 15,329 took courses "smut mvi’s Call,
hl’aVy
I, I all Of ru that no man is in 5.15 in fall, 1961.
and resonsiliilitics relinquish their ilispensable. that new leaders are
The greatest enrollment flurini! positions at III and turn their ener- always present or in the offing.
1962-63 eame in humanities and Lae, and wisdom in less demanding ’and that public institiition, nmst
the art,, with 2443 per cent of all liosit ions:: he explained.
ii on. I
am stir.. this is tiale at
student, attending S.M.
San Jost- Stan’ Collei.e." he addrai.
IO:I.ATIVEI.7/ EASY’
EnIliak mg w-re scienees and apA great deal of the speech uent
’Consequently. it has been relaplied arts. holding 21.8 per cent.
thank all those whom the ;westhighest was education. ’ tIvelY e"’Y linn me In, make this (lent worked with iltirini! Ms 12 Next
with 19.3 per cent, and after this. decision, in spite of my respect
ear term.
tor the high office which I have
business, 14.8.
’I feel I should be tingraletill
Eniineering took 10.1 per cent, held and the opportunities it has it I did not gnu’ this .1,1.’14 unit,..
I’
and last place was filled by inter- given me to lie of service to the to thank all who
. lieen
dejsional pre -professional and un- ;111/111f,111/1. 1,1111111111i1 :17111 Illy felelt
with the pr,e,res, ot San
11,W
men."
92.
sperified.
J.ise State (
FEMALE ENROLLMENT
President \Valilquist said I he
Viee President Villiain .1. D)se]
SJS
inFemale enrollments at
Chanchellor and Trustees ot Nu said after the announcement. "The
ereased 14 per rent from 1961-62
ornia State Colleges asked jot) of being president in a college
to 1962-63. while mate figures hill) to assume the title of Presi- makes tremendous demands of a
lumped 12.6 per cent.
iknt Emeritus and Consultant to inan
and
Rates of growth reflect the the Chancellor. He will remain emotionally. He bears the total
trend toward increased upper di- here also Os Professor (ff edoea-, weight of resisinsibilitf. for every
vision enrollment at SJS. accord- lion,
, aspect of college of ieration
ing to the 1962-63 annual school
Dr. W:ildquist told the Spartan I
"Twelve years of such serve"
report.
The growth rate for juniors between 1961-62 and 1962-63
23 per cent, and for seniors, 16 I
CB -72
Both of these increases were
(2 MODELS AVAILABLE)
higher than the total college
growth rate of 13.2 per cent during the same period.
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TO BE USED ON THIS CAMPUS
NEXT SEMESTER

AUTO REPAIRS
Motor Tune-ups
Engine Rebuilding
Srake Service
Ignition Systems
Carburetors
Starters IL Generaf,rs
W,111.n Motor Guertin+. - Courtin, C,.’ AalPlut

"Right on Campus"

CHICAGO (UPI) --- A loss of
hearing is a leading factor cont fa)- uting to a child maladjustment
reports the Hearing Aid Industr)
Conference. It says recent tests
among juvenile delinquents in Los
Angeles showed 32 per cent suffet Inc from hearing impairments. The
conference urged parents to take
their children for hearing checkups annually.

FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY!!
Highest Quality at Lowest Prices
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$33 Per Month
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HEARING CHECK

Spartan Bookstore
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HONDA
HAWK

FOR USED BOOKS
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HONDA
SALES

W. San Carlos St.

One of the nations
oldest and largest
Honda dealers
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Two additional votes were in This week’s College Union vote
-.instated. Both ovals on the led climaxed 36 years (if efforts to obwere blackened.
Inn an SJS student center.
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:in Jose State will have a Cot
-sr Union.
The pneassal passed by a narrow
rmiorin -70 votes in student vtdrig Wednes-lay and yesterday
Some 6.158 students east -yes"
hot lors. morose,’ to 2.976 "no" votes
is 67 4 per (rent
The ling
-1 the 9 134 votes east. A twoper rent! majority
’hied, [51651
--as required for the proposal to
,oss. "No" votes totaled 32.6 per
eent.
The election also set a record
’or student voting at SJS. The
’Ur...hest ever to turn out in past
-Met ions was 3.775.
This was for the Brent Davis Ron Gerevas ASR presidential
dection in May. 1961. Some 215
per cent of the student body voted.

Richard Sutter. another opposition member, said he hoped that
students will be given the opportunities promised them to votive
their opinions as to what t-ts11’S into
MLA PER CENT
Yesterday’s poll saw a 46.9 per the union.
cent turnout.
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agreeing to assess themselves mandatory fees
beginning nest fall to finance a major portion
of the ;3.6 million College Union.
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Closest complete
foreign car

SPECIALISTS2

service
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition

course
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an Jobe rie arm

club

413 E Santa Clara St.

180 Sc. Market

286-1100

Just so.th of San Jose Library
Aingammoraw

"Despite some very misleading
propaganda, the students are goine
to own and operate that union .
ere eselves. The College Unism
Committee isn’t kidding," he deelared.

295.9910

CALL

San Jose
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
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Stolen from the Men
A.
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C.

A wool button front vest by Helen Harper.
Perfect for all sportswear. Oxford gray.
This mohair V-neck slipon vest is perfect for ski
clothes and sportswear. Pink and powder blue.
TM. shaker knit, horseshoe neck vest would
accent any outfit. Red and black.
All

cent, in sizes S.M.L

4.911
S11.98
S 9.98

Select yours at
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LARSON PLEDGE
Commenting on the election’,
outcome, ASR Pres. Steve Larson
lost night pledged "to begin at
once the monumental task of form elating, through constant, direct
strident contort and approval. the
4 111’1,,n-arn around which will be built
1. a College Union building approved
.
the students of San Jose Stan,"
present this coupon

W

and
wont
Seve

chorge cam***
open thure.

()IF SAI.T

Students will pay $1.50 a semester during the 1964.65 school year.
^onstruetion of the union should
begin in 1965-66, with completion
in about two years.

Coupon

tot
81,2 to 12
1995 to 12491

AAAAA

THE BIG QUESTIONThis is the ballot students
used to narrowly pass the College Union proposal Dec. I I and 12. Thus, students answered
the biggest question ever asked at SJS by

The first ’step is to notify AIA
American Institute of Architectitre I t o begin selection of an
.trehitectural advisory panel for the
college.
Approval of the union also means
that assesement of mandatory student fees will begin next fall.

RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Lose,
3

row.’

COLLEGE STATION,
TeX.
I UPI
Despite the fact
takes :LIG pounds of live that it
animals
to yielil one pound of us, choice
beef, sole., of (porters
and halves
lef beef are increasme
stecording
Texas A&M livestock
marketing
specialist Ed Uvaeek.
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WHAT HAPPENED?Little Jim Turner, 3 -year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Turner, 2496 Aragon Way, scratches his head and
wonders what’s going on. Someone should let him know that
Seventh Street is closed to all trafficeven his three-wheeler.

STOPSJS Security Policeman Elmer Graham enforces new
ordinance regarding Seventh Street closure. Officer Graham
didn’t write out a ticket for three-year-old Jim, but he did explain the law to the bewildered child.

OH, WELLJimmie reluctantly rides away after he finds out
there’s no crossing Seventh Street for the next four months. As
he leaves he sighs, "I can still ride on the sidewalk."
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City Council Closes Seventh St. Temporarily
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BILLIARDS PARLOR
Pool -Snooker-41.00 per hour

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.
294-7800
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The street is closed!
1
And today the college will oxits appreciation in a public
rally to be held at the San Carlos
Street end of Seventh Street.
.
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquidt
,....11 ..oidiir :it 12:15 to open fess
the temporary
.1,mr
of Seventh Street, granted
by the San Jose City Council.

(...k.brating

.i;
President Wahlquist will give
$ the opening remarks, while ASH
ca Pres. Steve Larson will introduce
0 two guest speakers: Albert Ruffo,
San Jose attorney and vice-chairman of the Trustees of the Cali:. ...rnia State Colleges, and Russell
$ E. Pettit, executive secretary of
g the Greater San Jose Chamber
r 4 Commerce and head of the SJS

(’.ollege Advisory Board.
San Jose State has also invited
such local dignitaries as Mayor
Robert E. Welch, City Manager
A. P. (Dutch) Hamann and the
entire City Council.
To give an old tradition a new
twist, a large red ribbon will be
tied together instead’ of cut, signifying the closing of Seventh
Street.
The S.1S Marching Band will
enliven the event with music and
marching.
The recently granted closure is
temporary and the controversial
street could be reopened to traffic
next semester.
Much depends on the findings
of San Jose traffic analysts and
the attitude of the City Council

[Eagle Shirtrnakers Proudly Announces]

NO. CALDWELL, N. J. MAN or a MISS LAUREN
WINS COVETED AFFLERBACH FELLOWSHIP!
record rumination over who won a color-naming competition
AI1LR what is possibly the world’s
we have reached a decision. If you can remember that far back, more than a year ago we dep1 ’red the uninspired names given to colors (light green, dark blue, etc.) as well as the sheer flights
Of fancy that conveyed nothing at all (Kumquat Blossom Time, December Showers, Teaneck, etc.).
We asked your assistance in conjuring up new, evocative names for shirt colors, but names that
;11,0 had some connection with reality; such as Whizzer White, Well Red, Navel Orange, and so on.
* 1,, make the enterprise more tempting we dangled a Grand Prize of a Traveling Afflerbach
I ell(m ship: a glamorous weekend at Quakertown, Pa., our HQ (with a free sightseeing trip into
romantic Philadelphia), or a dozen Eagle Shirts. Additionally, there were 9 Stationary Afflerbachs
of 1,2 doyen Eagle Shirts offered as second prizes. * Well, here it is: The winner is none other
th;ffl either W. R. Goodwin of No. Caldwell. N. J. or Janet Lauren of New York, N. Y.! They were
at close, which is what held us up, that they both win the grand prize. Second prize winners will be
notified by mail. Congratulations, all! * Among the thousands and thousands of splendid names
,,IMmittcdsome of which we shall surely usewere the following:
Profits CM
GOOdclevan Fay.
Proud flesh
Rudolf Flesh
too too solid Flesh
Another part of the
T west
Unforeseeable

ireudianCilt
,’la

,ck

,I

r
It
hchl

hliofl

’tat

Barry Water Cold
Bydosis Gold
Gammon Gold
ill Gotten Gold
Malty Berg Gold
Conquered Grape
Statiitory Grape
Gang Green
Seep Bucks County
Green
tot,. Green
One Putt Green
Other Fellow’s Grass
Green
Ski Green
Thumb Greer)
Turn Green
My Darling Welly
Grey
Derian Grey
At melt all cats are
Gray
Prematurely Gray
Ste Gray
Zane Gray
Hard Hearted Henna
lie Down Honey
Ouldigo Indigo
Mood Indigo
hiddledy lay
Will Mob Lavender
Blind Date lemon
lilac i Trooper
Harry Lime
Mason Ryon time
My Funny Val,ant
Lone
Quirk lime
’,lb( tittle
I ree I often
Impenetieble Mii/11

Scent Molly Mira.
Your Mauve
Afterdinner Mint
1Stablish Met
o S Met
Shotan Mist
Mickey Moss
S F 8 Moss
Go (any on the
Mt:staid
Plastered Mustard
Army Navy
Swiss Nary
Unrommilted
Neutral
God s I rifle Ochre
Med, Ochre
WiCked Ochre
Strip Ochre
Tappi Ochre
Rrrnern,bark Olive
I Peach
I
Pewter
p
;

, I
.

Plarn
P re

1,,n9’,
I uCe
Pace
Guide Purple
People biter Purple
Unpertur Purple
Silly Putty
Better Dead than
Red
Blooded American
By Red
Ugh! Dish id Ped
Sea Red
Thorob Red
Shad Rose
thlly Rose
Cost of livine Rose
Gypsy Ro,
Hackles Rose
Hedge Row
loo Wart Row

Glasses Colored
Rose
tok y0 Rose
Able s Irish Rose
Paint Rust
I
,
lock Sin
tea:

I

*
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PLEASE DO NOT FILL IN
THIS COUPON!
THE only reason this coupon is here is: we are going to
I make this page into an easel card to sit on the counters
of stores that sell Eagle Shirts; and where this space is we

e,I

Laws! Ass SCailel
Point Sienna
Cilia Silver
Bipartisan Slate
Last SI,.
Ootr,glir Meet
(Ph, tally
liar room fan
Cfnaria Tan
Fan Tan
Convertible Twill.
Room at Ile Taupe
Tip Taupe
Unsafe Topa,
Dove Umber
Telephone Ilmbef
Unshonlong Vent
Bled White
Civil Whole
Inalienable Wh,le
’gums Just
You White
wt,

are going to have a pad of entry blanks which people who
buy shirts (as opposed to people who merely read ads like
this and who at any rate have already had a chance at
color-naming) may till out with their color name entries.
Fair is fair. Incidentally, this sort of effort is called "merchandising", possibly because it is intended to brighten the
eyes of the merchant who sells Eagle shirts. If you don’t
know who that might be in your town (they don’t all have
neon signs announcing same in their windows, you know)
you might write Miss Affierbach; you may use the coupon
for that if you like.
Dear Miss Afflerbach
Nate Shirtmakers,
Quakertown, Pa.:
Where is my nearest Eagle Shirt dealer? (Psst, how about
for a color name?) Sincerely,

Veld,
While Dip
follow the thick
Road Yellow
Slonepark Yellua
Sun7y,r,1,,o the
17
I
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Repair of Volkswagen

1{()1)1
Pcavscl

Mercedes

60eN
MASTER MECHANICS
Trainer:I in Grrnen
Werner Zollenk0Gf

760
inn c,,e 25 ’Lc
292 S,a7c

exerted

students and the

’enliege’
The corners of San Fernando
and San Carlos Streets will Ice
. barricaded early Monday morning

January Graduates
Urged To Visit
Registrar’s Office
All

st udents planninL,,

Ii

hi the
ate this month should
registrar’s office and fill oilt arc
envelope with the address Al hr ’ii’
their diploma and crecletorils will
x
fIrailuale interviews for Hie

June

and summer session graduates will
be held in ADM102. Deadline is
Feb. 25. The major and minor
forms must he on file hefore t he
interview.
Students who have not cuimpleted interviews befiire the deadline must plan for a 1965 graduation.

Students Travel
Here by Steamer
In 1570, students and I aetilty of
the San Francisco Normal School
packed their rat-pet bags, bid farewell to their friends and loved ones
and made the long trip to San
Jose to open the new semester
here. Some, interestingly, came by
steamer. Stertmlanit travel between
San Francisco and Alviso sons in
that day, one (of the most piipulm
ways of making the trip.
- - -

SIIII I’

Ste

t.ine.ster. hoil.sing pm ’,Wpm

BOAC shows you the Europe the
European students knowfrom
$1079’ for 42 days.
Inquiring minds and the fun -minded will both enjoy the
II BOAC itineraries specially designed for Students
You visit little-known Alpine and Yugoslav villages as
well as the Grand Tour classics. Here s what your tour
price includes.
Serious cultural, economic and governmental briefings
Oxford and Cambridge graduate student tour leaders
Shakespeare at Stratford, Salzburg maramettes Edits
burgh Military Tattoo.
Evenings with European students at Tivoli Munich

rooms

See your Travel Agent or nearest BOAC officeand send
in the coupon.
’Including Economy Class round.trip jet air fare from Nee
York. subject to change.

Oil

R 1111 WORLD

PREE TOUR BROCHURE
British ..e OSlO A.navs .7 opweit,
Dept BE 178
5313 Fifth Are , New York 36
Please send me your free brochure
STUDENT bourn
NAME

TANI S GOOD CARE 07 YOU

nem

Reserve space now for the spring
one of our 16 approved halls.

414 E. WILLIAM

Hof

brau, and the Left Bank.
Independent leisure in the great cities
Most meals.
All hotels, prices based on double occupancy of
You get there by BOAC Rolls Royce 707 Fan -Jet
Travel in Europe by bus, train, steamer and arr.

semester

in

Live in the finest Sc
Zone

M

the West.

11111’ ,111L’1
I 411,
after the temporary 17111SUre 111118 Space has been reserved on Ninth
I., make o,,,-. tor
out in January.
Street for disable students who
..!II 6.1111i5.11. r.’
Wilbur Smith and Associates, t.crinely parked on Seyentto Stocet
traffic consultants, were retained
by San Jose to make a throrough
study of the traffic problems in!hiring Settle-ter lircak
volving the ...Ili
and downtossn
(;ke
ar
}freak \\ Iii \ ’I iiiit.iir
areas.

We offer apartment units to accommodate
2, 3, 4, or 5 students.

Name

III

a SRS tenant
CY 7-8877
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Family Health

Dept. of Finance Has New Proposal

Tower Hall Decision Delayed
5, 196:ti
tletasion on
g,1

’111, it t1- ;; t-- to the California make appearance at the trustees’
it
(*Mir
to hear a re- meeting.
ALI’111N I PLANS
loql on the Tower from the CamRichard Buxton, executive direcpus Planning Committee. Followtor of the SJS Alumni Assn., stated
1n.. the ieport. the trustees sup- that the plans for promotion of
I is
going to decide renovating Tower Hall will go on
li-ther to tear down or build up as scheduled.
SJS landmark.
,,.
William Eckert, president of the
Alumni Association. will present a
%(I REPORT
Irian an of- li-minute speech on the economies
III It’ .t
either renovating
he trustees’ office then involved in
in tt
Tower Hall or building a new
structure: Eckert ’s speeeh will
. ; stress the sentiment, the at/st lilies,
land the college and community involved in the quest tion it %/that will
happen to Tower Hall.
, To replace the hall it will cost

- I

lit

itDepart
iiIroliliii.’(,.I

$3.104,4(X1 and, states Eckert, the
new structure will not be any
larger than the present one. To
renovate Tower Hall, the total
cost will involve $762.725. Included
in the hall are 26 classrooms, 54
’individual offices, a 1100-seat auditorium. a reserve book library and
a number of assorted laboratory
1

TOTAL FIGI’RE
The total figure for replacing
Tower Hall is $3,798,670, according to estimations. Tower Hall
handles an estimated 1200-1500
full-time equivalent students.
President John T. Wahlquist will
represent San Jose State at the
December trustees meeting.

\VASA 11 :St i’l’ON t 1-11 - One
of the lannly’s liest friends ill
matters of health for the past 50
years has been rewritten and
brought up to date.
It is the American Red Cross
Home Nursing Textbook ipublished by Doubleday & Co., Inc.
and available either at lxiok stores
or through local Red Cross chapters. The paperbound book is divided into two major sections one, the theories of disease and
health, and the second, practical
instructions on how to meet family
and community health needs.
LOT OF LAUNDRY
A newly.
NEW YORK (Um)
organiml bureau of bleaching infotmation reports that every week,
almost 51 million homemakers
wash 1.5 billion pounds of laundry
in 44 million washing machines.
At least 200 million washer loads
are done per week at honte.

i
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Bells Drive Hail
Away in Boksbarg
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
i I’ll 1 Residents of Boksburg, a
milesil;
h
hminingnotowna
et oatstmt so! They
fear
say the bells of a local convent, St.
Dominic’s, drive the hail away.
A spokesman for the convent
said: "Whenevr a hailstorm starts
we toll the bells, and the hail
stops."
The convenes three bells were
cast in Germany 40 years ago.

wil.sheyillgill’sigal,:f61,iii: :tic
that it works."
tatA Osifxfikceesis’;:idn
said:
ism ii irs.::i4e’n";i1s7
can think of no phy,ie,d reas,
bail."

NEW Y( )P
age in
sill
r i 1-1:11;:i%1

rnelhn.t(e.d: R’e’Tvheelly.ndwell\-elottrhlti:srsedcolnost:
protection against storms, but per- conflict Bee
,ie ,,m
hairs the vibrations from the bells In
may have something to do with than it year ;114,1
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WONDERFUL REASONS TO
SELL YOUR TEXT BOOKS

at
FOR THE FUN OF IT...
he sharp. Cactus Casuirls

ROBERTS

iii

Classic Ivy or Continental styling
are absolutely right anywhere classes, tennis, dates- you name
it. These Cactus Cambers are
TOWER HALL
. . . no decis1on yet

Sanforized Plus, wash and wear,
in Mission White and Tartan

Finance is pre Ire.,
I s ,,
for Tower
11,11 I: oh it vtishes to present to
the trustees The official stated
111,1 Ihc 1111slecs will all a site.

Iii,- lilal’

Green Get some Yon’ll look
great. About S6 9 5 Also, men’s
walking shorts. Box 2266,
South San Francisco, California.

IACTUS
CASUALS
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You Can Sell ALL Your Used Text Books
(Whether Used Here or Not).
You Deal Direct With The Owner.
You Get Your Bonus When You Sell
DURING FINALS (Don’t WaitSell Now).
YOU MAKE NEW FRIENDS . . . All I Did
Was Recommend Them to Robert’s.
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YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS progrEDI
A Complete Use M Nadonalty AdvarlIssil Prods&
EnEagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Phonographs
HI-Fl Sets
Radios
Electrical Appllancee
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

No Money Down A Year

To Foy

’RFC
rARVING

You Can Even Sell Your (sob) Paperbacks There.

YOU GET FAST, FRIENDLY and EFFICIENT SERVICE.

So Sell Your Text Books NOW At

Roberts Book Store
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YOU GET ABSOUTELY
TOP PRICES FOR YOUR BOOKS.

Mord., to f,doty Until IN

PLENTY OF PARKING FOR CARS & KIDDIE CARS ALIKE
Open Evenings ’Til 9
330 So. 10th St.
Across from Men’s Dorms

5.5540,

